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ABSTRACT

In this thesis, we develop a joint scheduling and resource allocation scheme that

is designed specifically for the forward link of CDMA2000 lxEV-DV platform.

The scheme supports the integration of multimedia services (video, data, and

voice) on a single I.25 MHz carrier. The combinations of number of Walsh codes,

transmit power, modulation scheme, ând transmission length specifred in the ITIJ

approved standards are chosen such that the quality of service (QoS), such as delay,

bit error rate (BER), and packet loss probability, are guaranteed. Our resource

management scheme not onìy beneflts the subscribers by optimizing the data rate

and QoS supported, but also offers an advantage to the service providers by taking

the revenue generated as a part of the main objective as well. The combined

scheduling and resource ailocation problem is formulated into a binary integer

LP with multiple constraints. With the proposed scheme, service providers can

flexibly trade the revenue maximization and data rate maximization by varying

the weights, il and 02. Three algorithms for solving the problem, Branch and

Bound (B&B), Complete Enumeration (Ctr), and heuristic (HEIJ), are compa.red.

Numerical examples show that HEIJ algorithm is the most suitable one to be

implemented for dynamic scheduljng in the forward link of CDMA2000 lxEV-DV

as it requires the ieast amount of processing time.
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1. I]\{TRODUCTION

1.1 Research Motivation and Objectives

Code Division Multiple Access2000 lxEvolution-Data and Voice (CDMA2000 1xtrV-

DV) is the third generation (3G) celluiar system standard, which is designed to

support integrated voice, video, and data traffic with maximum data rate of up to

3.1 Mbps on a single I.25 MHz carrier. The existing scheduling schemes developed

for the preliminary versions of CDMA2000 are not suitable to be implemented on

the lxEV-DV. The reason being is lxEV-DV has several novel features, such as

the implementation of Time Division Mu-ltiplexing/Code Division Multiplexing

(TDM/CDM) and Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC) schemes on the new

forward packet data channel (F-PDCH). F-PDCH is designed to accommodate si-

muitaneous voice and high speed video and data transmissions. In this thesis, the

non-real time data, such as FTP, email, and Internet browsing, are referred as data

and the real time data, such as video streaming and online gaming, are referred

as video. The integration task becomes difficult as different techniques should be

used in order to enhance the transmission quaiity of each packet type. Packet-

switching technique can be used to transmit video and data as these packet types

are more tolerant to delay compared to voice. On the other hand, resources have

to be dedicated (circuit-switched) to voice traffic to ensure that carrier-quality

voice transmission is supported. Thereby, our first objective in this thesis is to

develop an effective resource management scheme that can support the integration

of those multimedia services on the forward link by exploiting the new features

introduced in lxEV-DV.



In the telecommunication industry, it is undeniable that in the long run, the

revenue generated by service providers would be proportional to the level of satis-

faction of the subscribers. The subscribers' satisfaction level can be measured by

the quality of service (QoS) that they receive. Hence, the second objective of our

research is to guarantee that the resource management scheme can optimize the

satisfaction level of both service providers and subscribers.

Our third objective is to create a scheme that can be easily implemented in the in-

dustry. International Telecommunication Union (ITU) is an organization embod-

ied by governments, industry, and research organization from all around the world,

which is responsible to create and approve telecommunication standards. By ad-

hering to ITIJ standards, commercial players seek to ensuïe that their telecom-

munications services and equipment will work ail around the world, both now

and in the future [4]. Thus, the specifications and techniques used in this thesis

comply with the physical layer and medium access control (MAC) standards of

ODMA2000 lxEV-DV Revision c and Revision D that are approved by ITU.

1.2 A Brief Review of CeIIuIar Systent

The mobile communication network utiiizes high radio frequencies for transferring

information from one device to another. In order to minimize the power consump-

tion and increase the network capacity, a large area is divided into smaller regions,

which are known as cells. As illustrated in Fig.1.1, each cell has its own àntenna,

which includes transmitter/receiver radio units, cailed base station (BS). The main

function of BS is to control the communication between multiple subscribers in its

coverage area. The term subscribers is also used to refer to mobile stations (MSs)

or users. In this thesis, all three of them will be used interchangeably. As MSs can

move from one cell to another, a base station controller (BSC) is required to aid the

information relays between multiple BSs. Severat BSCs are connected to a mobile

10
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Fig. 1.1: Basic Cellular Network

switching center (MSC). MSC provides additional information to support mobile

service subscribers, including user registration, authentication, and location up-

dating. MSC also handles the routing of the call from one network to another.

It switches to another MSC within the wireless network if the call is a mobile to

mobile call. It can also mediate the voice traffic from the wireless network to the

Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTI\) if the call is a mobile-to-landline call.

Voice, Video, or Data

Fig. 1.2: Forward Link
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Fig. 1.5.d. Recovered Signal

Due to the low correlation of the codes, even though there are many

signals transmitted together, receiver is still able to distinguish them.

Only the desired signal is despread using the same code sequence in

order to get the original data. The rest of them are stiil wideband

signais and considered as interference on bandwidth of 1.25 MHz. The

power within information bandwidth is generally larger than the inter-

fering power under the condition that there are not too many interferers

involved.

CDM offers many advantages, such as resistance to jamming, low probability

of intercept, and also natural resistance to multipath. In FDM and TDM

based cellular network, a certain distance must be assigned in between the

cells that deploy the same frequency band in order to minimize the co-

channel interference. However, as the CDM's spread signals appears like

noise, the interference caused to co-channel users behave like Additive White

Gaussian Noise (AWGN), which is the most benign form of interference [5].

This characteristic allows the use of same carrier frequency at the nea,rby

transmitter, thus increasing the overall network capacity.

1.2.1 Development of Cellular System

The f,rst generation (1G) of mobile communication system is analog and utilizes

FDM scheme to provide circuit-switched, voice only service. The example of lG

systems are Nordic Mobile Telephone (NMT), Advanced Mobile Telephone System

(AMPS), and Total Access Communications System (TACS). The second genera-

tion (2G) system has adopted the cellular concept and for that reason, it achieves

higher transmission po\Ã/er efficiency compared to 1G network. 2G is introduced

in early 1990s and exercises digital encoding scheme. It utilizes TDM to modulate

15







CDMA2000 1x. 1x refers to the single r.25 MHz carrier. using CDMA2000 1x

standard, service providers would be able to support both data and carrier-quality

voice on a single 7.25 MHz carrier.

Tlansmitting voice and data on the same carrier is not trivial as they have different

characteristics. For instance, voice is more error tolerant than data and conversely,

data is more delay tolerant than voice. In the first release of CDMA2000 1x (Re-

vision 0), voice and data a,r'e transmitted using the same channel, thus limiting

the peak data rate supported to only 153 Kbps. In order to fulfil the increasing

demand of high speed service, ITU approved CDMA2000 lxEvolution(EV)-Data

Only (DO) in 2001. The first release of lxEV-DO is contemplated to enable high

data rate of up to 2.4 Mbps on its forward link by dedicating a separate r.25 MHz

carrier for data and video packets. If service providers would like to provide voice

services on lxEV-DO platform, they can either use Voice over IP (VoIP) scheme

to digitize and integrate voice traffic to the same carrier as data or transmit the

voice traffic on a separate 7.25 MHz carrier. However, voIP has long tatency

and digital packetizing issues [7], which can be considered as major problems in

high speed wireless communication. On the other hand, if service providers would

like to dedicate a separate carrier for voice traffic, that commitment represents a

potential loss of voice revenue that might otherwise be generated from that data

carrier [8]. Furthermore, they might have to obtain new spectrum if extra spec-

trum is not available. The analysis presented above show that the disadvantages

of separating the carrier for different packet types outweighs the benef,ts offered

by the technique.

ITU answers the demand for the singie carrier technotogy that supports multime-

dia services by continuously pushing the development of the original CDMA2000

1x standards since its flrst release. Enhancements ar:e added on CDMA2000

1x layers to increase the spectrum capacity and efficiency. The first release of

18



CDMA2000 1x, Revision 0, is developed to Revision A then to Revision B. on

Revision A and B, forward fundamental channel (F-FCH) is used to transmit both

voice and data at variable rates of up to 14.4 Kbps. If higher rate is required, data

traffic can be transmitted over a supplemental channel (F-SCH) with peak rate

o1307.2 Kbps. ITU approved CDMA2000 1x Revision C in 2002 and. Revision D

in 2003. Revision C and D are known as CDMA2000 ixEV-DV. Both Revision

C and Revision D are created to support integrated multimedia services with the

speed of up to 3.1 Mbps on their forward link. Such high data rate is made pos-

sible by the addition of several new features, such as TDM/CDM multiplexing

scheme, mu-lti-code CDMA, and AMC. These new features are also expected to

give service providers more flexibility in managing the spectrum resources so that

the efrciency of resource utilization can be improved as wel1.

1.3 Thesis Org'anization

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. The problem statements and discus-

sions on existing resource management schemes will be presented in Chapter 2.

Further details regarding the new enhancements in the forwa¡d tink of lxEV-DV

will be discussed in Chapter 3. The chapter wil-l also show how the important pa-

rameters that greatly in-fluence the resource management in the forward [nk are

integrated in our method. Following that, we will formulate our joint scheduiing

and resource allocation scheme. The proposed solutions and numerical exampies

will be presented in Chapter 4. Ðnclosed in Chapter 5 are the conclusion, contri-

bution, and future recommendations.

i9



2. THE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS IN THE

FORWARD LINK OF IXEV-DV

2.1 Problem Statement

The flrst problem that we will analyze and solve in this thesis is how to create an

effective scheduling and resource aliocation scheme for the forward link of lxEV-

DV using the parameters and speciflcations from MAC layer and physical layer

standards of Revision C and Revision D. The effectiveness of the scheme relies on

how weil the scheme can support the various quality of service (QoS) provided to

the subscribers.

The second problem is how to create a resource management scheme that can

en1rance the satisfaction level of both the service providers a¡rd the subscribers.

2.2 Problem Analysis

2.2.1 Data Rate and QoS Maximization in the Forward Link of Cellular System

In a single cell of celluiar system, there are numerous factors that contribute to

the variation of the network environment. First, we will identify the factors that

are important for enhancing the effectiveness of the resource management scheme

in a system with heterogeneous subscribers.

Scheduling and resource allocation in the forward tink of CDMA2000 lxEV-DV

system involves determining the MSs to be served and choosing the physical layer

parameters to be used. Due to mobility, each MS in cellular network has time.



varying and location dependent channel condition. At every scheduling period,

BS requires information regarding the channel condition of each MS to aid it in
making the right scheduJing and resource allocation decision. In the forward link

of lxEV-DV system, MSs use the pilot sigaal, which is sent by several different

BS, to ca.lculate the forward ]ink channel condition that can be represented by

Signal-to-l\oise plus Interference Ratio (SIlrtrR). Afterward, each MS will send this

information back to the BS that gives the best SINR value through Reverse Chan-

ne.l Quality Indicator Channel (R-CQICH) every 1.25 ms. This feedback SINR is

then taken into consideration by BS for making the scheduling decision.

As the information about the forward channei condition is regularly updated, op-

portunistic schedu-ling can be implemented to exploit the good channe.l condition.

with opportunistic scheduling, BS can provide higher level of service, i.e., higher

data rate and higher transmission quality, to the MSs that have good channel

condition with less amount of resources. Consequently, the MSs that continuously

have poor channel condition wiil get disadvantaged by this schedu.ling scheme.

Hence, a fairness scheme is required to ensure that all MSs are getting appropri-

ate levei of service with no extended delay. In [9], [10], [11], and [12], various

methods have been proposed to solve the fairness problems that arise in the cel-

lular system implementing opportunistic scheduling. Kulkani, Rosenberg [g] and

Panigrahi, Khaleghi [10] propose throughput maximization scheduling technique

for TDM based system. The short term fairness is enha¡rced by giving strict guar-

antee on the maximum starvation period experienced by each class of subscribers

and each packet type. In [11], Kim covers dynamic powet and rate allocation for

slotted CDMA system based on the users' SINR feedback. The fairness arnong

users is controlled by adjusting the rate allocation at the BS such that the mea-

sured latency (waiting time, until a packet of fixed slot length is received at MS)

is maintained between any pre.specifled maximum and minimum latencies [i1].

The method proposed onJy allows BS to serve one user in every slot with different

27



transmission rates. In this thesis, we aim to enhance short term fairness in a multi-

user, multi-rate slotted CDMA system by implementing different maximum delay

limit for different subscription classes and packet types. Moreover, we also assign

weights to each MS based on its subscription class and packet type. The weight

is increased every time the MS does not receive any service in order to increase

its priority ]evel. Although the fairness scheme used in this thesis seems similar

to the ones specifled in 110] and [9], our scheduling scheme takes into account the

delay status and the channel condition of each MS. We expect that not only wilt

this scheme increase the scheduling fairness, but also will reduce the packet loss

rate.

In High Speed Downiink Packet Access (HSDPA) approach developed for w-
CDMA or lxEV-DV, the physical layer resources and information rate assigned

to a user are specified by selecting the number of spreading codes, the fraction of

transmission power, and modulation and coding schemes (MCS) [13]. CDMA2000

lxEV-DV physical layer standards have specified the combinations of those physi-

cal layer parameters that can be used. Nonetheless, there is no guideline found on

the standards regarding of how to choose these parameters for enhancing the QoS.

Various works have focused on determining the optimal pov¡er and data rates allo-

cation while maintaining the QoS supported on the forward link of CDMA based

system, with the goal of maximizing throughput [14], [15],[13], [16] or the degree

of utilization of network resources 117]. Vannithamby and Sousa [1b] consider

a slotted structure on Wideband CDMA (WCDMA) system with homogeneous

packet and user class. They allow variable transmission lengths and foames for

transmission. The number of slots is equal to the number of users requesting ser-

vice [15]. In real world application, due to mobility, the number of users in a BS'

coverage area changes constantly. Moreover, the proposed method may introd.uce

prolonged deiay if scheduling is performed every M time siots, where M is the

22



number of users at scheduling instant. Moreover, the reliability of channel quality

feedback depends on the scheduiing latency even ifthe feedback is error-free [12].

In our design, the scheduling latency is minimized in our design as the scheduling

is performed every 7.25,2.5, or 5 ms. As specifled above, the scheduling with min-

imum latency is possible as in lxEV-DV each MS sends the information regarding

its channel condition every 1.25 ms.

The integration of multimedia services on a single carrier intensifles the complexity

of resource allocation on the forward link of lxEV-DV as they have different QoS

characteristics. Voice transmission can be considered successful when the delay

constraint is satisfled. As for data, at the receiver, retransmission is required only

when the packet error rate is higher than the acceptable value. Moreover, as men-

tioned at the introduction of this thesis, data are preferably transmitted in bursts

using packet-switching technique and voice àre commonly assigned dedicated r+

sources (circuit-switched). Hence, appropriate multiplexing techniques (FDM,

TDM, or CDM) should be chosen carefully so that high transmission efficiency

and high QoS can be enhanced. A CDM based resource allocation scheme with

powff and code constraint is proposed by Kwan and Leung [14]. They only con-

sider a single class of user, and do not specify how the users are chosen. No fairness

controi is considered there. However, they show that throughput can be improved

if traffic .toad is considered in the resource allocation. Their model includes the

use of AMC, which allows the deployment of different mod,ulation schemes for

providing various data rates. According to Revision C standard, forward link of

CDMA2000 lxEV-DV should be enhanced with AMC on its F-pDCH. Moreover,

in this thesis, AMC is also jointly used with the mixed TDM/CDM scheme so that

BS may support simultaneous transmissions to multiple users with variable trans-

mission lengths and rates of up to 3.1 Mbps on F-PDCH. Agrawal, et ai. [13] pro

pose a gradient based schedu-ling scheme for slotted structure system with utility

used as the fairness constraint. Their utility is a function of each user's through-
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put and their goal is to find maximum weighted sum throughput for a downlink

channel where weights are determined by the gradient of utility. Joint resource

allocation and base station assignment with the goaÌ of maximizing throughput

under maximum power and datarate constraints are analyzed in [16] . Lee, et al.

[16] cover various important aspects affecting the performance of resource alloca-

tion on forward link such as retransmission, variable data rates, maximum data

rate, transmission schemes, base station assignment, and mobile selection strat-

egy. Ilevertheless, they consider neither the history of previous transmission nor

fairness control. On the other hand, with our method, the weight values that are

initially assigned to improve the short term fairness can also be used by BS to

keep track the history of previous transmission. Shabany and Navaie [12] propose

downlink joint resource allocation and base station assignment scheme for slot-

ted muÌti-ceil, heterogeneous user CDMA system with the goal of maximizing the

degree of network resources utiiization. They formulate the resource allocation

scheme under pol¡/er constraint based on dynamic pricing platform and predeter-

mined utility function. The decisions regarding BS coverage area, BS assignment,

and rate assignment are based on the traffic load and made on various time scales.

Even though the technique proposed in [18] is dedicated to wireless system in gen-

eral, it can be implemented in CDMA based cellular network. Xu, et al. [18] study

dynamic pov¡er and rate allocation scheme for system with differentiated services

and user classes. They utilize online measurements to achieve the required QoS

under a given pricing structure. At the BS, each packet type is separated us-

ing buffers and the allocation decision is made based on the available resources

(effective bandwidth/rate) and queue length. They take into account the packet

arrival history for predicting future traffic load and resources. The scheduling and

resource allocation is performed using loss probability, average queue delay, and

utility as the optimization metrics, regardless of users' channel condition.
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A dynamic resource scheduling scheme for the forward .tink of lxEV-DV system

with variable packet types (voice, video, and data) has been proposed by Ci and

Guizani [19]. They consider throughput, delay, and delay violation probability as

their QoS measures. Even though they also use the parameters specifled in the

lxEV-DV standards, their scheduJing method is designed on.ly for forward trans-

mission on a single F-PDCH, which can support just one MS. Hence, it is unknown

how well the method wil.[ respond to the presence of multipte heterogeneous MSs

in a cell. In this thesis, we consider that two F-PDCHs will be used so that more

than one MS can be supported at a time. The QoS measures used in this thesis

are throughput, delay and packet loss rate.

2.2.2 Revenue Maxtmization

In order to stay competitive in the telecommunication industry, while choosing

the scheduling and allocation method for their network, service providers must

take into consideration how the method will beneflt themselves and their suF

scribers. The parameters that influence the satisfaction level of service providers

and subscribers are summarized in Tab. 2.1.

Tab. 2.1: I Parameters for Se iders and.1.' Im an rvtce rrov Subscribers
Service Providers Subscnbers
1. Efficient forward link resource
management.

2. Revenue maximization.
Categorize subscribers based on:
subscription fee and packet type
(video, data, or voice)

1. High-speed service for various ap-
plications. Resources: power and
Walsh codes
2. Low packet loss rate
3. Low bit error rate
4. Low delay

In our discussions regarding the factors that influence the effectiveness of the

scheduling scheme, we have covered most of the elements that are important for

the subscribers. Next, we will anùyze the existing works that are related to rev-

enue maximization in the forward link.
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Resource allocation for data and/or voice service for heterogeneous users based on

maximization of total utility on forward link of CDMA based system have been

studied in [20], [21], and 122]. The objective of the methods proposed in those pa-

pers is to set the price and power allocated, based on either revenue maximization

or utiiity maximization.

Boariu [23] has proposed a power and code allocation method that al.tows the

trade of reward and the throughput-caparcity in a flexible manner. The reward

includes the users' priority value as its function. The variable used to support the

trade off is the number of user that can be served simultaneously. lrlevertheless,

the physical layer protocol of Revision C standard [3] has ruled that the maximum

number of users that can be served simultaneously is flxed at two.

AfLer analyzing the presented schemes, we conclude that the resource management

methods proposed in the past commonly put the beneflts offered to one of the fac-

tions (either subscribers or providers) as the main objective and those provided

to the other as the derivative. In contrast, our proposed scheme will beneflt both

service providers and subscribers as the revenue generated by service providers

will be considered as a pa,rt of the objective function along with the data rate.
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Therefore, the problems that wi.ll be tackled in this thesis can be summarized in

the fol.lowing diagram.

Fig. 2.1: Research Problems

Forward Charurei Subscription Class Packet Type
Condinon

Delay Status

I
^å.

I

I

TD].J/CDM
A}dC
Other F-PDCH features

MSs to be ser¿ed Pou¡er and Code used

ScheduJrng,Afuorithm + Resource Allocaiion,Aþorithm

Ma-'omr¿e the benefits offered to sefiüce prorriders and subscribers
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3. SYSTEM MODEL

As previously mentioned, all parameters used in this thesis comply with the of-

flcial CDMA2000 lxEV-DV standards from ITIJ. There ale enormous amount of

information specifled in the standards. However, not all of them are related to this

research. As the matter of fact, one of the earliest and the most time consuming

steps that we took was extracting the important information that directly influ-

ence our research objectives from those that do not. We also found out that the

physical layer standards of lxEV-DV contain tables of physical layer parameters

combinations. Nevertheless, the standards do not give any guideline regarding

how to use those information for improving the efficiency of forward link resource

allocation scheme. Thus, in this thesis, we will utilize these information to design

an optimized scheduling and resotuce management scheme. Now we will take a

deeper look into the parameters and techniques that are crucial for optimizing the

forwa,rd link resource allocation of lxEV-DV.

In general, the signals transmitted on the forward link of CDMA2000 based

system can be categorized as pilot, synchronization, paging, and traffic signals.

All of them are occupying the same physical channel with bandwidth of 7.25 Mhz.

The signals are separable because of the orthogonality of the Walsh codes used,

In CDMA2000, there are 64 Walsh codes assigrred to the forward link channel [8]

that have to be shared by all signals. In the next paragraph, we will focus our

attention to the main channel that is used for transmitting the traffic signals, the

traffic channel.

Prior to Revision C (1xEV-DV), both data and voice packets are transmitted over





In lxEV-DV, a group of information bits has to go through several processes be-

fore it can be transmitted on F-PDCH. Those processes, such that scrambling,

interl.eaving, turbo encoding, and modulation, are created such that the packet

(group of information bits) would be more robust to errors and interferences. For

every packet that undergoes the procedure, four sub-packets would be generated.

Each sub-packet is differentiated by sub-packet identification (SPID). These sub-

packets are now ready to be transmitted over F-PDCH. The detailed steps in

generating and spreading sub-packets for a group of information bits in lxEV-DV

can be found in the Appendix. Since the first sub-packet (SPiD : 0) has the most

important information, it is commonly transmitted frrst. Subsequently, any other

sub-packets can be sent if a re-transmission is needed [24].

Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) is a function used in wireless transmission that

allows the receiver (MS) to request for re-transmission when error is detected.

The physical layer of lxEV-DV is equipped with Hybrid-ARQ (H-ARQ), which is

an improved version of ARQ. The fundamental difference between a simple ARQ

scheme and an H-ARQ scheme is that in H-ARQ, subsequent re-transmissions

are combined with the previous transmission in order to improve reliability [26].

MS will issue an Acknowledgement (ACK) signal, if the sub-packet transmission

is successful, or an lt'regative Acknowledgement (NAK) signaÌ, if the sub-packet

transmission is not successful. These signals are then sent back to BS for H-ARQ

over Reverse Acknowledgement Channel (R-ACKCH). in this thesis, as we are

more interested in optimizing the upper layer QoS, we assume that for every en-

coder packet, only the first sub-packet is transmitted and each transmission is

considered to be successful.

Two new control channels, Forward Packet Data Control Channel (F-PDCCH) 0

and F-PDCCH 1 are also introduced in lxEV-DV. These channels are time aligned

with F-PDCH and utilized for sending demodulation, decoding, and ARQ informa-
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tion to specific MS. The flowchart of the sub-packet transmission/re-transmission

process can be found in the Appendix.

CDMA2000 lxEV-DV is backward compatible to the older versions of CDMA2000

lx. This feature is very important since it will enable a simple migration to lxEV-

DV from 1x networks while preserving existing services offered by service providers

1271.

Tab. 3.1: lxEV-DV Backward Compatibility to the P¡evious Versions of CDMA2000 1x

Tlaffic Channel Combinations Typical Use

F-PDCH + F/R-FCH + F/R-DCCH Mixed Data and Voice Services
F-PDCH + F/R-FCH + R-DCCH Mixed Data and Voice Services

F-PDCH + F/R-DCCH Data OnIy Services
F-PDCH + F/R-FCH Mixed Voice and Data Services

F-PDCH + F-CPCCH + R-DCCH Data Only Services
F-PDCH+F-CPCCH+R-FCH Data Only Services

Tab. 3.1(source: [27]) demonstrates how the new F-PDCH can be integrated with

the existing 1x traffic channels. Forward/Reverse Dedicated Control Channel

(F/R-DCCH) and Forward Common Power Controi Channel (F-CPCCH) are the

channeis from CDMA2000 that are also used in lxEV-DV. F/R-DCCH is a dedi-

cated channel used to transmit signaling traffic. On the other hand, F-CPCCH is

a channei that is deployed for power control on the reverse link.

This compatibility also gives the providers high flexibility as it allows the lxEV-

DV operators to provide voice services only, data services only, or mixed voice

and data services to the subscribers. Voice traffic can be transmitted over the

conventional F-FCH channel in a circuit switching manner. On the other hand,

when only data services are required, F-PDCH is used on the traffic channel. Both

F-FCH and F-PDCH can be used simultaneously to provide mixed voice and data

services on a single I.25MHz carrier. Even though F-PDCH is designed for data

packets transmissions, it can also be used to transmit voice packets by dedicating
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The rest of this chapter offers further discussion regarding the enhancements on

F-PDCH and the implementation of the parameters that are important for data

rate, QoS, and revenue maximization in our method.

3.1 Resource Management in the Forward Link of TxEV-DV

In a ceìI, BS is responsible to manage the resources on the forward link. The re-

source management process includes scheduling and resource allocation. Schedul-

ing involves choosing the order and duration for sharing the limited forward link

resources, which are pov/er and codes, among mu-ltip.le MSs. The decision regard-

ing the MSs to be chosen and the amount of the resources to be allocated is jointly

made with the aim of optimizing the transmission efficiency.

(r

Fig. 3.3: Scheduling and Resource Allocation on the Forward Link of lxEV-DV

Fig. 3.1 shows the basic steps of scheduling and resource allocation in the forward

.link. The process can be further e>,plained as follows.

1. Pilot Signal TYansmission

BS periodically sends pilot signal to all MSs in its coverage area.
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2. Feedback on Forward Channel Condition

Based on the pilot signal, MS estimates the forward link channel condition

and sends the channel estimation result back to BS every 1.25 ms.

3. Information Update

lation

BS chechs the amount

resoulce management

amount of resources to

and Resource Management Algorithm Calcu-

of resources available. Afterward, BS calculates

algorithm to schedule the MSs and determine

be allocated to the scheduled MSs.

the

the

4. Resource Allocation

lVfore elaborate discussion related to the scheduling and resource allocation plocess

are given in the following sections.

3.2 Pilot Signal 1þansmission and Feedback on Forward Channel

Condition

In a cell, each MS has independently time varying forward channel condition. At

any time, when the forward channel condition worsens) BS needs to allocate higher

amount of resources to the target MS in order to provide the same level of service.

Serving the MS wil.l significantly degrade the system efficiency. Hence it is crucial

to set a minimum forward channel condition. Before making any scheduling and

lesource allocation decision, BS must determine whether the MSs' forward channel

condition satisfies the minimum acceptable level or not. BS can acquire each MS'

forward channel condition by flrst sending a pilot signal to all MSs in its coverage

area. In lxBV-DV, the pilot signal is transmitted over a dedicated channel called

Forward Pilot Indication Channel (F-PICH). One MS can receive pilot signals

from more than one BS. Upon receiving the pilot signal, each MS estimates the
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forward channe.l conditions by calcu.lating the SINR. The model for SII\¡R per code

at time instant Í can be written as follow.

h¿(t) * fl(t)
(3.1)

lÐ,+¿ P"(t) * h,¿(t)l * I B (t)'

where SIN&(t) is the Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio of MS i.. ni(t)

represents the number of codes assigned to MS ¿. The transmission power from

BS to MS z is characterized by P¿(t) and the one from interfering BS to MS a is

characterized by P"(t). h¿(ú) is the path gain of transmission from BS to MS z and

h*(t) is the path gain of transmission from BS o to MS z. Background noise is

represented by fu(t). We assume perfect orthogonaiity between codes so that the

self-interference does not exist in this system.

In the pilot signal transmission, the power of pitot signal is considered to be fl(ú)

and r¡¿(t) is can be considered to be equal to one às the pilot signal is transmitted

over a single dedicated channel.

Even though there are many BS in the MS's active set, MS only sends the in-

dication back to BS that gives the best SINR value every 1.25 ms over Reverse

Channel Quality Indicator Channel (R-CQICH). R-CQICH is a new reverse link

channel added in lxEV-DV to support fast rate adaptation of F-PDCH. BS checks

if the SINR of each MS is above the minimum SINR level required ,S1NE7¿. only

MSs with SINR values over SINRTh are considered to be receiving se¡vice.

SINI.ft\: 1-. *
n¿(t)
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3.3 Information Update and Resource Management Algorithm

Calculation

3.3.1 Resource Allocation Problem Discussion

In lxBV-DV based system, a single forward traffic channel can support maximum

of trvo F-PDCHs. There are 1 to 28 Walsh codes, each with the size of 32-chip,

available to be shared by two F-PDCHs. Each F-PDCH transmits information

to one specif,c MS at a time [28] and may use all of the 28 codes availab.le to

provide the peak rate of 3.1 Mbps to one MS. Even though F-PDCH is designed

to support high-speed data transmissions, as voice call traffic increases, the Walsh

codes allocated to the F-PDCH can be reallocated to voice calls [27]. One feature

of 1xtrV-DV that is not available for the previous versions of CDMA2000 systems

is the mixed TDM/CDM technique. TDM/CDM can only be implemented on

F-PDCH. With this technique, BS can use both F-PDCHs to serve two MSs si-

multaneously with total data rate of up to 3.1 Mbps. F-PDCH also supports three

different transmission lengths, 7.25, 2.5, or 5 ms. Nevertheless, if BS chooses to

transmit to two MSs simultaneously, the same transmission length must be used

for both transmissions.

The transmission power at the BS is limited by the physical constraint of the BS

[21]. The amount of transmission power allocated to MS determines the quality of

the transmission and the transmission rate. The quality of the transmission can be

measured by Bit Error R¿te (BBR), which is the ratio of incorrectly transmitted

bits to the overall transmitted bits. For instance, a bit error rate of 10-6 means

that there is an average of one error bit per million bits. On F-PDCI{, various

transmission rates, ranging from 81.6 Kbps to 3.1 Mbps for Revision C, can be

supported with the use of AMC scheme. Coding scheme refers to the error colrec-

tìon coding scheme used to combat the presence of data corrupting interferences.

Only one coding scheme can be implemented on F-PDCH, that is T\rrbo Coding
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with the rate of 1/5 [3]. The modulation schemes available are shown below.

Quadrature-Phase Shift Keyine (Q-pSX) ( modulation order : 2)

8-Phase Shift Keying (8-PSK) ( modulation order : 3 )

o 16-Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (16-QAM) ( modulation order : 4)

The higher the modu.lation order, the higher the data rate that can be supported

by the modulation scheme. The data rate can simply be derived from the following

equation.

]
Rate:n.,ft\*Y*R.*m

I
(3 2)

where @ is the chip rate and equal to 1.2288 Mcps for lxEV-DV. g is the spreading

factor. The spreading factor used for lxEV-DV is 32. The effective sub-packet

code rate, represented by R. in Eq. 3.2, is deflned as the number of bits in the

encoder packet over the sub-packet binary code symbols in all of the slots and

Walsh channels of the F-PDCH sub-packet [3].

Fig. 3.4: F-PDCH Encoder Packet Structure. Source: Figure 3.1.3.14.2.3-1 [3]

Informationbits lFr¿me I Twbo
Quality I Encoder

386, 770, 1J38,2306, 3074, or3842 bits I Jtrdicaror t aLt

(16 bitÐ lAllowance
(6 birÐ

The code symbol (r/) is the output of an error-correcting encoder and can be rep-

resented by the equation below.

tþ:48*C * S *m (3 3)

where ,5 refers to the transmission length used (siots) and C is the number of

Walsh codes involved.
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lab. 3.2: .Elxample of Physical Layer Combinations
Encoder Packet Size S C Mode Rate (I(bps)

408 bits

1 Õ 16-QAM 326.4
2 J B_PSK 163.2

4

1 16-QAM 81.6
2 8-PSK 81.6
4 SPSK 81.6
2 16-QAM 163.2

The physical layer standard of lxEV-DV has a complete list of physical layer para-

meters for the transmissions on F-PDCH. The complete table (Table 3.1.8.1.13.41

[3]) is also attached in the Appendix. According to Revision c [B], there are 6

flxed encoder packet size that can be used on F-PDCH: 408, Tg2, 1560, 2828,

3096, and 3864 bits. In Revision D, one more encoder size is allowed (216 bits) to

be transmitted on F-PDCH. In this thesis, all physica.t layer parameters used are

taken from Revision C standard. Tab. 3.2 briefly illustrates how 6 combinations

of modulation mode (Mode), c, and,S support different data rates for a 408 bits

encoder packet transmission.

Eq. 3.i can be modifled and used to calculate the transmission power required.

First, the interference experienced by transmission from BS to MS z can be ex-

pressed by the following equation.

P¿(t) :
(Ð"+¿ P.(t) * ha(t)) + I B(t)

hn(t)
(3 4)

Each modulation scheme has minimum SII{R requirement (s/¡/n 
") to guarantee

certain BER. The value of (^91N^R ") also depends on the error correction coding

scheme used in the system. If an MS has good channel quality, BS may use higher

modulation order to serve the MS with higher data rate and lesser amount of

power and code. Hence, the transmission power required to serve MS z is shown

below.

n(t) : n(t) * S I N R". x p¿(t),
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Tab. 3.3: Objective of Resource Allocation Scheme

Therefore, the resource allocation problem for data packets can be summarized in

table 3.3.

3.3.2 Scheduling Problem Discussion

As previously mentioned, F-PDCH can be utilized to support mixed data, video,

and voice services, which have different traffic characteristics and QoS requir+

ments, on a single carrier.

QoS is commonly utilized by the service provider to differentiate the level of service

provided based upon the subscribers application needs. The more QoS measured,

the higher the analysis accuacy along with the complexity. In the end, it is impor-

tant to pick the ones that are relevant to the research objectives and have major

impact on system performance. In this thesis, we will use throughput, delay, and

traffic loss rate as our QoS measures and the service (packet type) offered can be

categorized as data, video, and voice.

Upon registering with a service provider, a subscriber has to choose one of many

subscription plans, each with different subscription fee. The subscription fee is the

Problem Resource Allocation
Objective To maximize the total data rates generated
Constraints

o Among many MSs requesting service simultaneously, BS
can only serve at most two of them simultaneously

o For each MS, the maximum number of combination can be
chosen is one

o Maximum power avaiiable at BS

o Maximum number of Walsh codes

o If BS chooses to transmit to two users, it has to use the
same transmission length for both transmissions [28], [29]
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price that has to be paid by subscribers to receive the guaranteed service. This

arÌangement between selvice provider and service subscriber is known as Service

Level Agreement (SLA). On the system level, BS obtains the SLA information of

all MSs in its coverage area fr'om MSC and updates the information periodically.

BS can fulther differentiate the MSs into different subscription classes based on

the fee paid on their subscription plans. Each subscription class has predefined

QoS specification for each service type. The higher the service class, the better

the QoS provided to the MS. FurthermoÌe, the MSs with higher subscription class

are prioritized over the ones with lower class.

According to Soong, et al. [30], provided a certain predefìned fairness criterion is

satisfied, the throughput is maximized if all forwa,r'd link resources (Walsh codes

and power) are allocated to the MS with the best channel condition and the highest

supportable data rate. The fact that feedback SINR in lxEV-DV is sent rapidly

every 1.25 ms mal<es it suitable to implement opportunistic scheduling. Thus, in

this thesis we utilize opportunistic scheduling to exploit the good forward channel

condition and maximize the forward iinlt throughput.

The implementation of both opportunistic scheduling and service class differenti-

ation disadvantages the MSs that continuously have poor charurel condition and

the MSs categorized in the lower classes. Therefore, a short term fairness scheme

is introduced in this thesis by assigning a compensation value to each MSs at

every time slot. Upon entering the cell, MS 'z is assigned a priority level I¿(Ú)

that consists of beneflt value B¿, which represents the revenue gained by service

provider from providing service to MS e, compensation credit lL,¿, and the number

of slots À¿(ú) the pachet of MS z has been queued at the current BS (in-transit

delay).

L¿(t) : 0; -f À;(t) * ¡L'0,
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The values of B¿, ),¿, and ¡1,¿ depend on MS's subscription class and the packet

type requested. For instance, if MS ¿ has subscription class n- and packet type r,

0¿ would be equal lo 13n,,. At every time slot, À¿ is increased by one. A problem

related to improving short-term performance is to schedule traffic with deadlines,

i.e., real-time traffic (video) [31]. In this thesis, delay bound (1,) is introduced to

limit the in-transit delay that can be tolerated by the packet type zr requested by

MS z, thus .l¿: .ln. In the categorization table, this delay limit can be represented

by Man-L¿.

Mar-L¿: þ¿ -f ("yo) * po, (3 7)

As soon as MS i is served, its Z¿ value would be updated back to p¿. If at t, Li(t)

is equal to MarJ¿, MS ¿ will be given the highest priority and will be served with

all of the available resources. The compensation technique specified above is illus-

trated in Tab. 3.4. With this technique, we are âlvare of the possibility that many

MSs are reaching the maximum delay limit at the same time. This wouid cause

the bottleneck prob.lem at BS. If BS does not have enough resources to serve all

of those MSs, it has to drop a fraction of their packets. Thereby, the values of B¿,

p'¿ and M arJ¿ should be chosen carefully in order to minimize the packet loss rate.

Dynamic allocation of bandwidth that closely tracks the prevailing traffic char-

lab. 3.4: Subscri CIass ization
7T T þ¿ : þn. Itri : |trn., ManJ¿: MarJn,,

Classl(n:1)
Video (r: 1) Pr.t lJt.t MarJ11
Data (r :2) U1 n þt.z MarJ1.2
Voice (r : 3) þt.s llt,z Miar-Lt,s

Class 2 (" :2)
Video (r: 1) n

lJz,r þz.t MarJ2.7
Data (r :2) Ð

P2.2 l.Iz.z Mar-Lz.z
Voice (r : 3) Pz.z llz.s MarJys

Class X (n: X)
Video (r: 1) þx., þx.t Mar-Ly.1
llata (¡ : 2) px,2 þx,z Mlar-Ly.2
Voice (r : 3) Px.s lJx,s Man-Ly,s
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acteristics can àchieve signifìcant savings while at the same time satisfying QoS

guarantees, as guaranteed by servic+levei agreements (SLAs) [i8]. BS should be

ab.le to take advantage of this capability to reduce the scheduling latency and

increase the accuracy. Thus, the scheduling and resource allocation scheme pro-

posed in this thesis is performed dynamically every 1.25, 2.5, or b ms, depending

on the previous transmission period.

Thus, the forward link schedu.ling problem in lxEV-DV can be summarized in

Tab. 3.5.

Tab. 3.5: Obiective of Scheduline Schemeve ulln
Problern Scheduling
Objective To choose the MSs based on their priority level. This in turn

will maximize the revenue obtained by service provider and at
the same time enhance the short term fairness for all MS(s).

Constraint Maximum delay constraint for each MS has to be obeyed so that
MS can be served with appropriate QoS level.
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3.3.3 Joint Scheduling and Resout'ce Allocation Problem Formulation

The scheduling and tesoru'ce allocation problems can be combined and formulated

into the following equations.

Objective

To maximize lhe priority level, which represents the revenue generated, and

bhe data rate supported.

N(Ð l(r(ú)

M an | Ð [(0' (¿) * L¡(t)) + (7r(t) * Rate¿,¡(t))] * uo,¡(t), (3 8)
i:r j:t

where ¿ refers to the MS and j represents the combination numbet'. K,(Ú) is the

total number of combinations allocated to MS e and li/(ú) the number of MSs re'

questing service. 91(ú) and 02(t) are the unit converters (weights) and their values

depend on whichever is more important for the service providers; the revenue gen-

erated or data rate provided. The data rate generated by choosing the (z,j) pair

is symbolized by Rate¿,¡. The value of y¿¡(t) can either be zero or one. Ily¡,¡(t)

is equal to one, iVIS ¿ with combination j is chosen. In summary, the goai of this

scheduling and allocation scheme is to pick a set of (2, j) pairs that can maximize

the objective function specifled in Eq. 3.8.

Subject to the following constraints

1. The maximum number of MS can be served simultaneously is two.

N(Ð _¡(r(¿)

t t a¿,¡(t) <2, (3 e)
i:r j:t

2. For each MS, only one combination of power, code, and slot can be chosen

K¿(t)

Ð ao¡(t) < t, (3.10)
j:r
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where i : { I,2j..., ¡/(¿) }

3. Total pov/er and code used should be less than the maximum power and

code available at the BS

N(t) Kt(t)

Ð t Num¿,¡,.(t) * A¿,¡(t) 1 M arNum,(t),
i.:t j:r

(3.11)

where z is the constraint number and z: {1,2,...,q}. Consequently q

: mà)íimum number of constraints used. As in this case, the constraints

used are power and code, thus q : 2. Num¿,¡,"(t) is the weight of MS z,

combination j, constraint z. If z : I, then Num¿,¡,r(ú) represents the power

for MS e, combination j (Numo,¡,r(t) : k,¡(t)) On the other hand, lf z :
2, then Num¿,¡,2(t) : Cn,¡(t) where Co,¡(t) is the number of Walsh codes.

MarNum"(t) is the maximum number of constraint z. Thus, if z :1, then

ManNum(ú) represents maximum power available (ManP(t)). Similarly, if
z : 2, then MarNum(t) represents ma¡rimum code available (MarC(t)).

4. Tlansmission .length used for two simuitaneous transmissions has to be the

same.
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4. PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

The combined scheduling and resource allocation problem is a binary integer Lin-

ear Programming (LP) problem with multiple constraints. There are various meth-

ods that can be used to obtain the solution for the binary integer LP problem.

The rest of this chapter presents and compares three different methods.

4.1 Branch and Bound @ e B)

Branch and Bound (B&B) procedure is one of the most commonJy used methods

for solving generai-purpose large.scale LP codes [32]. B&B algorithm operates by

relaxing the initial candidate solution sets and subsequently constructing a tree

of possible sets. In our case, the candidate solution sets are the sets of (2, j) pairs

that have the same transmission length and satisfy Eq. 3.9, Eq. 3.10, and Eq.

3.11. The optimal binary integer solution set is found by keeping the best solution

discovered as the algorithm performs exhaustive search over all of the bra¡Lches

created. B&B discards the sets that do not improve the best so.lution. B&B algo-

rithm would search a[ 2( nodes, where ( in our case is the number of combinations

for all MSs in that schedu.ling period.

In the next section, B&B will be used to solve the joint scheduling and resource

allocation problem. We will employ bi,ntprog, which is a built in Matlab function

in ail of our B&B experiments. The step by step operations of bi,ntprog can be

found in the Appendix.



4.1.1 Parameters for Static Scheduhng Examples

This section specifies the parameters that are used in all static scheduiing exam-

ples. Static schedulìng implies that the scheduling is only performed for one period

and thus t is set to 1. We analyze the forward link transmissions flom one BS in

one sectol of a cell with multiple MSs requesting for service simultaneously. Bach

NIS is assigned random SINR value, packet type, and subscription class.

Tab. 4.1 shows the number of combinations for each encoder packet size in Revi-

sion C.

Tab.4.7: Com for Revision C Standardbinations of Physical Layer Parameters for llevisi

Encoder Packet Size
Number of Combinations
,S:1 S:4

408 bits I 5 4

792 bits I 8 5

1560 bits I I b

2328 bits 6 I I
3096 bits J I I
3864 bits 1 I 8

For static scheduling examples, we assume BS can only transmit with ^9 
: 1

(transmission length :1.25 ms). Note that this assumption reduces the number

of possible combinations that can be assigned to each MS, thus decreasing the

number of candidate solutions. Only data and video are considered to be present

in static scheduling. The assignment of encoder paÆket size depends only on the

MSs' SINR value and packet type. We assume that video can be transmitted

with any one of the following encoder sizes: 1560 bits, 2328 bits, 3096 bits, and

3864 bits. Smaller encoder sizes, 408 bits, 792 bits, 1560 bits, and 2328 bits, are

reselved for data traffic. Those encoder sizes determine the If¿ for any scheduling

pe¡iod. For instance, if at this scheduling period there are data packets waiting

for lViS z, BS has to consider I combinations (for 4t0B biß)l 9 combinaT'ions (for

792 bi,ts)* 9 combinations (for 1560 biß) + 6 combinatiots (for 2328 bits) : ZZ

possible combinations for MS ? (K,:33).
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All of the experiments in this thesis are implemented on a Dell Dimension DM4700

computer with 1GB of RAM. The Matlab program is run under Server SunFire

480 with four 900 MHZ, UltraSparc-IIl processors and 16 GB of RAM. Bear in

mind that the resource management scheme is intended for performing dynamic

scheduling in F-PDCH at least every 5 ms. Hence, the computational time of each

algorithm needs to be kept to minimum at all time. However, it is possible that

there are many other processes running on the same servers that will decelerate

the servers' processing capability. Thus, as we have to consider the worst case

scenario in all experiments, we set the upper bound for computational time for aÌl

algorithms to be 10 seconds. If the algorithm is unab.le to finish the processing

task in 10 seconds, it has to terminate the program and return whatever solution

it can flnd at that point of time.

4.1.2 Performance Analyús of BkB

There are two scenarios that will be used to assess the performance of B&B al-

gorithm. In the fi.rst scenario, the maximum transmission power available at BS

is set as a variable. Only 6 MSs (N : 6) are considered to actively request for

service in the cell. Aflerwards, in the second scenario, we will vary the number of

MSs in the system and flx the maximum power available.

Two possible search strategies of B&B algorithm are compared, depth fust (DF)

and best node (BN). Please refer to the Appendix for in-depth explanations r+

garding these two search strategies.

In all experiments, the data rate values used are considered to be in Kbps. The

data rate values used in all exlperiments are taken from Revision C: 81.6, 158.4,

163.2, 312, 316.9, 326.4, 465.6, 624, 633.6, 772.9, 937.2, 7239.4, 1249, 1545.4,
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Tab Header Desc lor Table .3 and able

1862.4, 2476.8, and 3091.2 Kbps. On the other hand, even the highest Man-L¿

is only 224. Therefore, the 0r value used should be high enough to elevate the

priority values assigned. In all static scheduling examples, 91 is set to 12 and 02

is set to 1. When d1 is set to zero, then our scheduling scheme would neglect the

priority level of MSs and thus degrading the revenue generated. On the contrary,

if d2 is set to zero, the scheme would maximize the revenue obtained by service

providers regardless of the data rates supported.

As shown in Tab. 4.3 and Tab. 4.4, BN is able to generate better objective func-

tion values in three occasions (MarP: 30, 40, and 50 Watts). BN also appears

to use considerably less computational time than DF, even though it is still in the

order of seconds. We must acknowledge that the Time recorded in all of the ex-

periments includes the external program setup time. In order to be certain about

the optimality of the solution, we will only consider those with Time that are less

than 10 seconds to be optimal. Tab. 4.4 shows that generally BNi is more capable

of obtaining the optimal solutions.

4. rt 4.4
[,er tormâIlce -Lvleasure Description
ManP The maximum transmission power available at BS

(Watts)
C Total number of Walsh code required
P Total amounû of power used (Watts
Iter Number of iteration
I\odes Ilrumber of nodes searched
Time Processing time required ( Seconds )

Obj LP Relax Objective of LP relaxation. This objective is the
result of imaginary optimal solution.

Obj Int Objective generated by the binary integer LP so-

lution.
\.voJf TLL-VOJLT neLøZ )4 LUUTo

ObjLPReløz Objective gap. Percent difference between imagi-
nary and binary integer solutions

# Sol Number of candidate solutions found by B&B be
fore it terminates the program
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Tab. ,1 ,2. B&B algorithm, : 12 and 0z : ).,.4/ : 6, Static ScheduÌine, DF
Performance Measure Results
ManP 10 20 30 40 50
C 15 28 26 26 26

P 9.46 18.65 29.5 38 47.8
Iter 439 613 963 1055 887
Nodes 280 o9? 357 357 360
Time 11.96 8.3 71.7 17.2 LI.7
Obj LP Relax 2624 4042 4656 5095 5338
Obj Int r774 3674.4 3674.4 4356 4536
lU q Lnt- U bJ LÍ'.tlelar )4 LUUYa

Õh; r.p P.t ^-
-32% -9.09% -27.08% -74.5% -r5.02%

# Sol .f 4 6 5 5

Tab. 4.4: B&B aleorithm, ár : 12 and : 1, l/ : 6, Static Scheduli
Perforrnance Measure Results
MlAT,P 10 20 30 40 50
U i1 28 28 27 27

P 6.9 18.65 23.9 38.9 47.5

Iter 494 187 ðtl- 479 138

Nodes 279 43 85 777 27
'I'ime 11.6 1.8 Õ 4.2 I.2
Obi LP Relax 2624 4042 4656 5095 5338
Obi Int t774 3674.4 4101.6 4716 5090.4
\Uoj tnL-UDJ L1'Ìíe¿ar )* LUUYa -32.4y -9.09% L\.9% -7.4% -4.6%ObiLPRel

# Sol 1 1 1 ô 1

BN

Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.1 show the resu.lts of using BN and DF to schedule forwa,rd

link transmission with N that ranges from 6 to 36. Commonly, the increase in

the number of MSs would also augment the number of variables involved in the

binary integer LP problem and thus complicate the computational task. When l/
is equal to \2, note that DF exceeds the maximum computational time limit and

consequently returns the sub-optimal solution. When there are 30 MSs present

in the system, both BN and DF are unable to flnd any candidate solution within

10 seconds, thus returning zero objective function value. The reason is bintprog

has to search all 2( in order to obtain the best objective function results. Even
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Fig. 4.1: B&B Objective Value vs. ly'
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Fig. 4.2: B&B Time vs. N
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when we consider the best case scenario for this example (only 20 MSs satisfy

the S1,núÃ7à requirement and all has video packets), the number of nodes that

has to be checked by B&B ir 233*20. Thus, B&B wastes a lot of processing time

checking the nodes that are not candidate solutions. The processing time needed

to search all nodes is predicted to be unacceptably iong, even for non-real-time

implementation.
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4.2 Complete Enumeration

Even though we have found out that the B&B is not suitable for our dynamic

scheduling scheme, we still want to flnd another method that can give us the op

timal solution. According to [33], if the model has only a few discrete decision

variables, the most effective method of analysis is often the most direct: enumer-

ation of all the possibi.lities. Recall that the maximum number of (i,, j) pairs that

can be chosen by BS is two. Thereupon, complete enumeration (CE) algorithm

seems to be suitable for getting the optimal solution for our resource management

problem.

CE algorithm solves a discrete optimization by trying all possible combinations of

discrete variable values, computing for each the best corresponding choice of any

continuous variabies. Among combinations yielding a feasible solution, those with

the best objective fu¡rction values are optimal [33].

CE algorithm initially creates a list of all candidate solution sets ({e,j}s). Sutr

sequently, CE calculates the objective function value generated by each {z,j} as

it constructs the list. Afterward, CE sorts the list in decreasing order based on

the objective function vaiue. The optimal solution is essentially the one located

on the top of the list. As it is possible for several candidate solutions to have

identical objective function values, a new rule can be introduced to deflne the

best solution. We consider the solution set to be optimal if it consumes the least

amount of transmission power.

4.2.1 Performance Analysis of CE

The result of using CE in the flrst scenario is shown in Tab. 4.5.

As indicated in Tab. 4.5, the processing time required by CE is notably shorter

compared to those required by both Bltl and DF. Evidently, CE is also capable of
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is created.

The heuristic (HtrU) algorithm is a simple ratio-based algorithm, created with the

goal of minimizing the computational time required. Initially, HEU rules out the

pairs of (i', j) that do not satisfy the power and code constraints as a candidate so-

lution. It then calculates the ratio of the objective function value over the amount

of resources required by the remaining (2,1) pairs. The group of (i,, j) pairs is then

sorted in the decreasing order based on the ratio. The pair of (i,j) on the top

of the list is chosen as the fi¡st solution. Afterward, HEII searches down the list

to find the next (2,7) pair that satisfi.es the other constraints. The details of this

algorithm can be found in Appendix.

4.3.1 Performance Analysis of HEU

Tab 4.6: HEU.0 and : 1, N : 6, Static Scheduli
Performance Measure Results
MarP 10 20 30 40 50
C 15 25 23 26 26
P 9.4644 19.8582 28.9553 32.732r D.\ nt.\1¿¿. I ¿Zr
Time 0.4178 0.0188 0.0065 0.0069 0.0070
Obj Int 7774 2582.4 3316.8 3937.2 3931.2

It is predictable that the objective function values generated by HEU in Tab. 4.6

are iower than B&B and CE. Recall that the main goai of creating HEU algorithm

is to minimize the computational time required to solve the problem. Hence, in

Tab. 4.6 we can see that HEU algorithm has successfully satisfy our initial goal

as its computational time are now in the order of tens of milliseconds. The im-

provement is significant if we compare the times with those of CE (in the order of

hundreds of miliiseconds) and those of B&B (over 1 second).
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4.4 Dynamic Simulation

In the next example, we will appiy CE and HEIJ to perform dynamic scheduling

and resource allocation in the presence of varying network environment. The goal

of the experiment is to assess whether the proposed scheme is capable of adapting

to the changes and still give the desirable results â.s commonly fixed scheme can

only perform better on one network scenario or the other, not adapting itself to all

kinds of network scenarios. CE algorithm is used as a comparison tool to measure

the suitability of HEIJ algorithm to be implemented for solving our problem.

4.4.1 Parameters for Dynamic Numeñcal Example

For this dynamic experiment, we consider three packet types, data, video, and

voice. If admitted, each voice user will be assigned one Walsh code. We assume

that voice is prioritized over data and video. Data and video traffi.c can only be

assigned the Walsh codes that are not used by voice. Nevertheless, in order to

maintain the high rate for data and video, the number of Walsh codes on F-PDCH

that can be used by voice users must be limited. In this dynamic experiment, the

maximum number of Walsh codes for voice users is set to 4.

There are 15 MSs (1V(t) : 15) present in the cell and each MS is assigned random

SINR value, subscription class, and packet type. The number of data and video

users would always be higher than voice users. We consider that there are always

packets waiting at BS for all MSs (inflnite buffers).

The encoder packet sizes that can be assigned to video and data are the same

with static scheduling, which are 1560, 2328, 3096, 3864 bits and 408, 792,1560,

2328 bits. ITU-T G.114 recommends a maximum of a 150 ms one-way latency

and since this one way latency includes the entire voice path, our network should

have transit latencies that are.less than 150 ms [34]. We consider that the packets
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àre ready to be transmitted at BS and the in transit delay is the queueing delay

experienced by any packet at BS until it gets transmitted. In this experiment, we

set the upper delay bound (in-transit delay) for voice to be 100 ms. On the other

hand, the uppff delay bound for video and data are relaxed to 200 ms and 2 s

respectively. Those values are approximated based on the information gathered

from [35]. The values assigned to each subscription class are specified inTab. 4.7.

Tab, Subscr4. rptlon Ulass ization
Subscription Class (r) Packet Type (r) D

l)n, lf,n,, Mar-Ln., (Slots)

Class 1

Video 100 0.5 220
Dâtâ 80 0.09 224
Voice 100 1 180

Class 2

Video 95 0.5 275
Data 70 0.09 214
Voice 90 1 17íJ

Class 3

Video 90 0.5 270
Data 60 0.09 204
Voice 80 1 160

When MS ¿ exceeds the delay bound, its packet wi.tl be dropped. The encoder size

of the packet dropped is considered to be 1560 bits for video, 408 bits for data,

and 408 bits for voice. Each voice user is served with one Walsh code at every

time slot. The power assigned to each voice user depends on its SINR value. We

consider that the voice traffic would require from 20 slots to 100 slots dedicated

transmissions. The number of voice users changes every 20 slots and the SINR

values of voice users vary randomly. However, since we are interested to analyze

the effectiveness of our short-term fairness scheme, we assume that the SINR val-

ues of data and video users do not change during the dynamic experiment. Since

there are more than one size of encoder packet that can be assigaed to data and

video, the encoder packet size assignment also depends on the MSs' SIITtrR and

delay status. Taking delay status into consideration is expected to reduce the

packet loss probability. F\rrther details regarding the packet assignment steps are
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shown in the flowchart b¡elow.

Fig. 4.7: F'lowchart of Encoder Packet Size Assignment
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resúl as Zi
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nurnbir o f lt¡ßs in tlmt group by 4 Roi¡rd the re srilt up and stnre as U1,¡p ot U¿6¿

The first Uy¿¿sú UaaoMSs rn the list æe assigned the largest enædrr tracJ<d uze
(2328 bits fcn' video arld 3 684 bits fur dah) The n*d Ulis¿ tr U¿6¿

IvlSsare assignedttir scrordlargest wnodrr¡ackd size(156t1 furNRT dataard 3096
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Fig. 4.8: Fl.owchart of Dynamic Scheduling Steps

The flowchart of dynamic scheduling process is shown in Fig. 4.8. LIST-OF-MS

in Fig. 4.8 is an array where the MSs that satisfy the requirements are temporarily

stored.
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As shown in Fig. 4.27,HEIJ attempts to minimize the power utilization and gen-

erally uses lower amount of power than CE. However, both CE and HEU have

very high code utilization. It implies that the lower objective function values

generated by HEIJ is not due to the waste of resources. Instead, it is simply a

trade-off between the quality of the result and the processing time. Therefore,

based on the experimental results presented above, we may conclude that HEU

has been able to successfully generate comparable objective function resuÌts, ad-

just to the change of network environment, and has fairly good ïesource utilization.
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i 1\umerical Results tor SÍmul.ation over JUIJ slots t1.25 ns), d1 : l
Performance Measure HEU CE
Average objective function values 3941.5 4570.2
Average data rate 1.63 Ndbps 2.24 Mbps
Total data and video transmitted

Video transmitted
Data transmitted

2.04 Mbits
1.86 Mbits

0.177 Mbits

2.8 Mbits
2.11 Mbits
0.683 Mbits

Total voice, video, data packets lost 0 0

Total revenue from data and video 190190 188335
Total revenue from voice B1B4B.5 82070.5
Average video delay (Max : 200 ms) 4.04 ms 2.88 ms
Average data delay (Max : 2 s) 56.75 ms 19.13 ms
Average processing time per slot 0.037 s 0.691 s

Tab. 4.9: NumericaL Results for SÍmul.ation and02:1

Tab. 4.10: I\umerical Results for Simulation over 1000 slots (1.25 ms), 0t : 4

Performance Measure HEU CE
Average objective function values 2479.9 3063.8
Average data rate 1.8 Mbps 2.4 Mbps
Total packets transmitted

Video transmitted
Data transmitted

2.3 Mbits
2 Mbits

0.3 Mbits

3 Mbits
1.5 Mbits
1.5 Mbits

Total voice, video, data packets lost 0 0

Total revenue from data and video 163435 172350
Total revenue from voice 82009 81784.5
Average video delay (Mu* : 200 ms) 4.6 ms 4.6 ms
Average data delay (Max : 2 s) 32.7 ms 5.12 ms
Average processing time per slot 0.029 s 0.665 s

and02:l

Tab. 4.10, Tab. 4.9, and rab. 4.11 show the numerical results of dynamic exper-

iments with various d1 and d2 values.

When d1 is set to 4 in Tab. 4.10, the priority given to service providers is lower

than that of Tab. 4.9 and Tab. 4.11. Even though the average rate generated by

HEU is less than that of CE, HEU still manages to maintain the data rate that is

over the average sector throughput recommended by ITU, that is 1 Mbps.
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Tab.4.11: NumericaL Results for Simulation over 1000 slots (1.25 ms), dr : 20 and
:1

Performance Measure HEU CE
Average objective function values 5487.4 6042.3
Average data rate 1.6 Mbps 2.2 Mbps
Total video and data packets transmitted

Video transmitted
Data transmitted

1.94 Mbits
1.9 Mbits

0.04 Mbits

2.7 Mb
2.2 Mb
0.5 Mb

TS

ts
ts

Total voice, video, data packets lost 0 0
Total revenue from data and video i94860 191605
Total revenue from voice 81848.5 81928.5
Average video delay (Max : 200 ms) 3.7 ms 2.6 ms
Average data delay (Max : 2 s) 184.5 ms 28.2 ms
Average processing time per slot 0.040 s 0.713 s

In Tab. 4.11, HEU outperforms CE in terms of revenue generated when the weight

of the revenue is leveraged by increasing the value of d1. Note that the data rate

generated by both CE and HEIJ decreases as the d1 is increased. With 0t : 20

and02:1, HEU still supports the average data rate of 1.5 Mbps.

Even though in most cases the delay experienced by video and data packets are

slightly higher when the scheduling is performed using HEU, they are still much

lower than the upper bound assigned. There is no packet dropped in all three

experiments. It might be related to the fact that we consider the ideal network

environment where the packet droppings only occur when the delay limit is ex-

ceeded. However, in real implementation, depending on the network load and

traffic variation, other unpredictable transmission errors might take place and in-

crease the packet loss rate.

Note that the deiay for data traffic for both CE and HEIJ increases as 91 increases.

It is rather unexceptional as video users have higher priority value than data users

and wouid further be aggregated as the priority weight is increased.
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The results in Tab. 4.10, Tab. 4.9, and Tab. 4.11 show that both algorithms

are responding well to the change of d1 and d2 values. Hence, it conflrms that

both algorithms are capable of supporting the goal of our proposed scheme that

is to offer higli flexibility to the service providers. Recall that with our scheme,

service providers are allowed to prioritize either service provider or subscriber, or

balance both by carefuily choosing the d1 and 02 values. HEU also manages to

keep the average processing time per slot in the order of milliseconds at any time.

In average, HEU is 20 times faster than CE. Therefore, HEIJ would work very

weil in a situation where the processing time is highly crucial.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter, we summarize the results of our research, the contribution of this

thesis, and future recommendations. In this thesis, we have developed a forward

link resource management scheme with parameters and specifications that are

adopted from the ITU approved MAC and physical layer standards of lxEV-DV.

It is important to adhere to ITIJ approved standard so that our scheme could be

easily implemented in the industry. Our proposed scheme is capable of choosing

the physical layer parameters, such as encoder packet size, transmission length,

modulation order, and number of Walsh codes, such that the minimum BER re-

quired is enhanced and the queueing delay and packet loss rate are minimized.

The scheme is also designed to dynamically adjust with the variation of network

parameters, such as the number of MSs, users' SINR, amount of resources avail-

able, and users' priority level. Both service providers and subscribers benefit in

our scheme as we take into consideration the factors that greatly influence their

satisfaction levels. Moreover, our resource management scheme can also offer the

service providers high flexibility by allowing them to maximize either the revenue

gained or the data rate supported, or balance both.

We also run several experiments for testing the performance of two exact algo-

rithms and one heuristic algorithm that we develop in solving our binary integer

LP problem. The results show that B&B requires extensively long computational

time to solve the problem just for one scheduling instant. Hence, B&B is not

suitable to be impiemented for dynamic scheduling. CE algorithm requires sig-

nificantly shorter processing time compared to B&B when apptied in a network

with small number of MSs. Nevertheless, the processing time of CE increases



exponentially with number of MSs. As a fast algorithm is required for dynamic

scheduling, HEU is proposed. The numerical examples show that HEU is able to

generate competitive objective function values with the least amount of processing

time. In addition to that, the processing time required by HEU is not affected by

the number of MSs that are present in the system. CE and HEIJ are also applied

to dynamicaily schedule the MSs. Based on the presented experimental results,

HEU algorithm is the most suitable one for dynamic scheduling on the forward

link of CDMA2000 lxEV-DV. CE atgorithm also has the potential to be imple-

mented for dynamic scheduling. However, if service providers would like to use

CE algorithm) rve recommend that service providers should obtain the machine

that can guarantee the performance of CE in the system with any number of MSs.

Contribution

The contributions of this thesis are as follows

1. Developed a resource management scheme for the forward link of lxEV-DV

that is able to dynamically adjust to the changes of network environment.

Demonstrated how our resource management scheme can choose the physical

layer parameters specifred on lxEV-DV standards and at the same time

enhance the upper layer QoS.

3. Constructed a simple and fast heuristic algorithm to optimize scheduling

and resource allocation problem in the system with heterogeneous users and

integrated data, video and voice on a single carrier.

4. Demonstrated how the scheme can offer high flexibility for the service providers

by carefully varying the weights, 01 and 02.

5. Demonstrated how our proposed scheme can benefit both service providers

and subscribers by enhancing the data rate, QoS, and revenue generated.

5.1

2.
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6. Studied and utilized the data obtained from CDMA medium access and

physical layer standard to enhance the scheme usability in real industry.

7. Constructed a simple reward scheme based on the QoS, packet type, and

users subscription classes that also enhances short-term fairness.

5.2 Recommendations for Future Work

The following is a list of research suggestions that may be considered in the future.

o If one would like to compare our scheme with existing ones, d1 and d2 values

could be adjusted to match the objective of the other schemes. For instance,

if the other scheme maximizes the revenue only, d1 could be set to one and

d2 should be set to zero. The one and zero values for d1 and d2 should be

reversed when the data rate is maximized.

o F\rrther research couid be carried out on setting the values of additional

credits and delay limits to avoid bottleneck problem and give appropriate

compensation to users.

Minimum and maximum data rate constraints could also be added based on

the device limitation of users. In practice, due to either the physical limita-

tion of the hardware or limits of the individual applications, the maximum

data rate for each mobile is bounded [16]. Hence, there a"re maximum and

minimum data rates, which could be considered by the BS while allocating

the resources to the MS in order to improve the allocation efficiency.

The dynamic experiments could be run over a longer period of time with

more intense variation in network environment.

In the future, the presence of pachet error and re-transmission may also be

considered.
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More enhancements could be added on the CE and HEIJ algorithms to im-

prove their performance, especially in terms of processing time and the objec-

tive function values generated. So far the processing time of the algorithms

have been optimized by using various methods suggested by MathWorks

[38] such as viewing the program bottleneck using profiler, vectorizing the

codes, coding loop in MEX files (used in CE algorithm), pre-allocating the

matrices/arrays, minimizing the background processes to a few or none at

ail, and using function instead of script. The complete codes could be found

in the Appendix.

The real data from industry may also be used in order to understand how

the scheme will perform under practical conditions.
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APPETVDIX A

Flowcharts and Tables

Appendix 4.1: Flowchart for generating Sub-packets in the Forward

Link of lxEV-DV
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Appendix 4.2: Flowchart for Sub-packets Tbansmission Process
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Appendix 4.3: Combinations of Physical Layer Parameters in Re-

vision C Standard

I Table 3,1.3.1..13,+1, Fon¡¡erd Packet Date €hasael Psrsa.êÈere crith RR¿io
: Configaratio:r.l0

llumber of
Bite per
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Packet
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32-Cì'ip
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Cha¡uela

Subgacket
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lkbpel
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2.328 lè r .êÐ1.+ 1 0.57?4 L.O32

3.8€4 ì7 1,545.6 c,-î454 96 >. !Õ+

3.C96 26 2.475.ð I o.62ø2 +Õ 1.?32

3.664 26 3.C9r-t I 4 o.7119 48 +.992

1.560 1-248.O I j 0.6500 çõ 2.40û

.J,J¿Õ t.ôol.+ t i).&57 qê 3,6CC

3.096 .:q
r -15ð-+ 2 c.#5c 96

3,854 1.345.6 2 rJ.536? 9b 7,28Ð

2,328 93i.2 2 J Ð.3272 Eø 1.4t6

¿J r -èol. + I 4 c.5272 1ë 4.4t6

3,C96 ¿-+rÐ-ò I + Ð.701r 48 4.416

3,8& !3 1.545_6 2 0.5s33 96 6.624

1.56û 1.t48-O I J Ð-7386 +o t:1?

3,096 1_238-4 96

1,550 21 1,248.0 1 0.515S 4e 3.t24

3,996 ol 1.238.4 2 Ð.51i9 95 €.048

3,C96 tt ¿,+i þ.Õ 4 8.787'e 48 4.O53

3,S64 tt 1.545,6 3 4.6389 96 6.O48

1,560 Þz+_u j 0.4.cá3 96 3.84t

2,s28 1ñ 455_6 4 .) c.3Ð31 7_68C

?,3ts 3Ð tJa -l .) 0.6tË5 96 3.840

2.328 2C 1,861.4 1 c.6063 +ô 3.44t
3.û96 1ñ 619.2 4 2 û.4031 li¿ 7_68Ð

408 326-4 I Ð.223V 4& !-ô¿4

192 lÕ .5 -to-ò 2 a 0.t 1T1 98 3.gs
i92 i9 633.6 I I 1_ô34
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Fsclket
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I,Cbt, 19 1.248.Cr 0.5702

3.096 19 1,338.4 2 0-5658 96

J.èE+ La, T72.8 a û-5296 19S 'i,296

3_864 tg 1,545.6 ¿ 0.s296 96 1.296,

') ?¡ç 1S 1.562.4 I t.6v36 48 3.456

-l :blJ ,.7 1,246.0 q Ð-63i¿? 4E 2.448

!,3?8 1î 931.2 a t 0.?i32 96 3,364

3_t96 tî I.?38.4 l' ? o-6324 s6 4.896

3-864 17 1.545-6 ,ì 1 0_59 19 96 6.52e
I ?14 16 I,S62.4 1 û.75?8 +ö 3.C72

3,ß96 r6 A1o A ,f 0.s039 tq, 6,L44

.f -oc¿; L6 773-8 I 0.6269 192 6.144
TÕ' tÉ 633.6 2 0-5500 4€ 1,44û

1_560 15 624.{ 2 2 0_5417 96 a Fe¡1

f.=èu 15 f .i4s.o ! 4 0_glr 46 ?,6811

+ ãtç 15 931,2 2 o-5389 96 4,3!0
3.096 15 1,238.4 t-s375 96 5.7æ

3.864 15 1.5*5.6 2 0_67ÐB 96 5.76t

1.360 L4 I 0.!903 192 s,5?6

l4 165.6 2 0-4330 192 5,3?5

J-ôæ 7't2.6 I t_?!88 192 5,3T6

3,854 14 1.545-6 , 0-7188 96 5,375

792 13 633.6 2 0-6346 48 1,248

1,560 13 624.Ð , 2 û_625r 96 2,1ç6

1J 1,248.0 0-5250 48 2.496
+ 254 13 o11 î ? 0.6218 96

3.096 t3 619.2 ,} t_6202 192 4,992

J?.û95 13 l.¿JÕ.¿+ a_62C2 96 4,992
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O¡der Syæbols
per Wslsh
Chrual

3,854 ll 1.545-6 7 96 4.952

1,56t 3.2 1.248-O 1 4 Ð-6171 48 2,384

3,096 1a I.IJô.ç 4 Õ.óT19 96 4-608

3.8@ 19 fi2-A 4 5 0.s590 rt¿ 6.912

408 11 J¿Ò.+ 1 2 t'.3864 qÕ 1.056

792 11 IJô.+ I c.1875 !92

192 tr1 316-8 2 0.375,0 96 n l1a

792 11 Ë33-6 I j c.750c 1,056

1.560 fl 624.0 2 2 0.i386 9fr 2,112

1,56'l 11 1.lqÕ.u 1 4 0.73ê6 4Õ t.1 12

1.1 465.t 4 c.5511 101 +-¿¿+

2,338 1t 931.2 4 0.5511 9E 1-224

s,096 11 679.2 4 ,) Cr.733C

3.096 11 1,238.4 4 c.i330 96

3,864 11 773.8 J 0.6098 1qt 5-336

792 1û 633,6 1 J 0.5soc qö 1.44Ð

1,56C 6?.4-O 2 J û.541? 96 2.880

2,328 t0 93L-2 4 0.6û63 96 3.840

3,096 679.' 4 3 0.5375 1A' 5-760

792 I 633.6 1 J c.6l 11 qÕ t-24ô

1,560 Y 312.0 4 2 0.4514 tqt 3.456

1,560 o 6?4.O 1 0.6Ð19 96 2.592

2,328 Õ 465-5 4 ,} 0.6736 lat 3.456

2,324 9 931.2 2 4 û.6736 96 3.456

3,096 9 619.2 4 0.5973 LY¿ J_ 1Õç

3.864 o 772.8 4 4 0.559C !92 Ë.912

408 ç 163.2 ') ,) 0-2656 96 1.536

408 326-4 1 2 c.5313 qÕ 76S
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CLeünéI

792 316.8 ,? 0.5156 96 1.536

t9¿ I 633.6 4 0_5156 +o 1.536

i..5ÉÐ a 624-Ð o_5t176 96
1 IDÊ ô 465.6 ? û.5û5.7 192 4,6Ð8
I ?ta ó 931-2 a g_?5?8 9á 3.Cr7t

3,096 Õ btY,2 I 0_5039 192 6.144

3-B& 7?2.8 0_6289 192 6,L44

408 326.4 ! t 0,50?1 +Õ 67!
792 7 316_8 2 , 0,5893 96 1,344

792 633.6 1 ,J.5893 qö 1,344

1-=ru 31?.C t c_5804 192 1 Açç

i.5ÉÐ ñ24.î¿ , û_5804 96 ¿.ESO

7 465.6 0.5714 19t 4.932

3,O96 679-2 0-5?59 192 5,376

3,864 ? 7ir.8 0-11.68 192 5.376

40€ 326.4 t 0.7063 +ö 576

19! 6 158-4 a 0_3438 192 2,30¡f

i9? Ã 316,8 ! , ü_6E?5 96 1,152

792 6 633,6 I 0_6875 48 1.152
1 qÃñ 6 312.0 2 Ð_6îî3 t92 3.304

I-9EU b 624_O I û.5?;r 96 2.304

6, 46.5.6 1 0_50s¿ 192 4.608

3.O96 6 619-? 0_6i19 192 4.608

4û5 L63.2 ! 0,4?50 96 96rl

326.4 1 0-5667 4S 724

792 Jr.b.ð 2 ? t_55Ð0 vb 1,440

1,56Ð a 0_-v1? 192 2,88t
I ztA 465.6 I û_6063 192 3,840
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408 91.6 4 ) 0.2656 1St 1,556

408 4 !.63.2 2 1 t.53å3 9ô 768

408 J¿4 É I 4 U- JJ -IJ qð 76.8

792 !3è-ç a 't.5156 192 1-535

?ot 316.8 2 4 c.5156 1.536

1,550 312.û + 4 û.50T8 !9! è,072

2.338 465.5 + 0.î5i5 1t2 1/.,?ô

408 81.6 c.35¿.! 191

408 163.S t 1 0_?o83 oÊ 3T6

408 3i6.4 I 4 0.70ê3 Ð 575
'?aJ iÐç 4 c.6815 1,153

"i92 : 316.8 j 4 o.6aT5

1,560 312.û + 4 0.6'i71 2.304

+Uö 81.6 4 2 c.5313 76.S

+UÕ L63-2 2 ñ -3rã ct 768

î92 lfÕ-q 4 0.51s6 fqt 1,536

408 I ör.Þ 4 4 4 =?la ..at 765
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Appendix 4.4: Various Channels in Forward Link [3]

Table 3.1.3,1.1.1-1. Channel T¡4pes o¡r the Forward CDMA Channet
for Spreadin{ Rate 1

Chaunel T¡rye S{aximum l\lumber

Foru'a¡d Pilot Cha¡¡ael I
I

Traasmii Diversiç Pilot Channel l
Au.riliarJ. ?ilot Cha¡ael Not specifred

Auxiliarg ?raasnrit Diversit!- Pilot Channel Not specified

S¡'zrc Chanael I
Paging Channel

Broadcast Control Cban¡el Õ0

Quick P.gtag Chan:rel J

Com:¡ron Por,'er Control Chan¡el 15

Co¡ms¡o rr As signnae:at Chaanel 7

Fon'¡arci Packet Data Cor¡trol Cha¡ne1 2

Forwrrrd Cosrr¡,oa Ccntrol Chanael

Forg'ard Ðedica.ted Cont¡ol Cha¡nel 1r

Fonrard. R¡zrdamental Ctranael 1*

For'¡'a¡d Suppleæeotal Code Channel

{RCland2only}
7r

F'orç'ard Suppiea.ental Channel
iRC3through5onll'|

2*

Forw-ard Packet Data Channet iRC lC oalyf ,)r'1*t
L IL I

i per Fonvard Trafnic Çha¡rael
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APPEI'IDIX B

Algorithm Steps

Appendix 8.1: Heuristic Algorithm for determining the MS(s) to be

served and the amount of resources used.

Sta¡t with ,S: 1 (transmission length of 1.25 ms)

(i) % Eliminate any user i with its corresponding combination j that does not

satisfy the power and code constraints

Initialize M : {Ø}, a:1, i,: 7, and j : 1

While u < N(¿) and j < K¿(t)

If n,j(t) : ManP and C¿,¡(t) : MarC , then store ¿ to M(a,\),

store j to M(a,2), increment a by one, and increment 3 by one

If j > K¡(t) , then increment z by one

End

(ii) Deflne: O¿,¡ : (fu * L¿) -f (02 * Rate¿,¡) fsee Eq. 3.8]

(iir) Initialite O : Õ : P: {Ø},þ: MarPfz, ê,: MarCf2, and Q : rau(M)

% Function row(M) returns the number of rows of M

% Normalize O¿,¡ and store the results to Ò¿,¡

% Afterward, take the ratio of the objective over resources.

For a : {I,2,...,e}
C(ù : O * ço,r¡,, 1o,z) 

* (C u @,t),t,t 1",2¡ I ô)

P(ù : O * 6,17,, ço,z) * (Pu @,t),t,t <",21 I p)

End

(iv) Normalize Õ, save as C. Normalire ,Þ, sarre as Þ

(v) Initialize A: B : {Ø}

% Store the minimum (or) maximum between C¿,¡ ànd. k,¡ to the fust col-

umn of ,  (or) B and store the positions of every i,, j in M to the second
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coÌumn of ,4 (or) B

Fora:I,2,,L

A(a,r) : m¿n(C(a), P(o)) and' A(a,2) : o

B(a,7) : mar(C(a), P(o)) and. B(a,2) : o

End

(vi) Sort A and B in decreasing order based on their fi.rst columns separateÌy

% Step (vii) to (xiii) demonstrate how to choose the 2,1(s)

'í(vii) Initialize A: {Ø},b:1, and tempt: g

Store ,4,(b, 2) lo A(I). Increment b by one.

While b < row(A)

If A(b,2) ::0, increment b by one;

EIse if A(b,z) > 0 and Ãçz¡ :: g

If Eq. 3.10 and Eq. 3.10 are satisfied, then store temp to Ã(2),

increment b by one

Else if A(b,2) > 0 and e(Z¡ > O

Store ,4,(b, 2) to ternp. Then, if Eq. 3.10, Eq. 3.10, and the equation

below are satisfied,

oMçq@,,),,),x,rØþ,2),2)-|otø6çt7,t),M(A(L),2)>

O u ( Ã(t),t), ¡ø1Á1 r ¡,2¡

replace the content of Ã12) withtemp, increment b by one

End

End

Set ,4(l(1),1) and A(ÃQ),1) to zero.

(viii) Initialize É: {Ø}.Find the second {2,7} from,4 by repeating (vii), but

repiace A with É

(i.x) Initiali te É : {Ø}. Find the first set of solution(s) from B by repeating (vii),

but replace Ã with B

(x) rnitiaríze F : {Ø}. Find the second set of solutions from B by repeating (vii),
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but replace .4 with B ("i) Initialize S : {ø}
% F\rnction col(M) returns the number of columns of M

It ÐT"ÌøloulÃ1*7,r¡,*r4@),2) , DT,ìølov@(n7,r¡,tr(E(n)p),then copy a to S;

Otherwise copy É to .9;

(xrr) InitializeT: {Ø}. Repeat (xi), but rep.lace,9, ã, and É with f , É, and, F

respectively.

(xiii) Initialize Z : {Ø}

% Choose the pair of i,, j that generates the higher O¿,¡

Ir Ði,:,rb OMé@),t),M(s(n),2) > ÐT"ttrrlOuli¡*¡,t¡¡t(t(n),), then copy S to Z;

Otherwise copy T to Z;

% Matrix Z contains the position(s) of the chosen z,j(s) in M. Thus, the

{e,7} chosen is M(Z(h),7), M(Z(h),2) where h : {1, ...,row(Z)}
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A,ppendix 8.2: bi,ntprog function [38]

bi,ntprog uses a linear programming (LP)-based branch and bound algorithm to

solve binary integer programming problems. The algorithm searches for an op

timal solution to the binary integer programming problem by solving a series of

LP-relaxation problems, in which the binary integer requirement on the variables

is replaced by the weaker constraint 0(:x(:1.

The algorithm:

o Searches for a binary integer feasible solution

Updates the best binary integer feasible point found so far as the search tree

grows

o Verifles that no better integer feasible solution is possible by solving a series

of linear programming problems

Bounds

The solution to the LP-relaxation problem provides a lower bou¡d for the binary

integer programming problem. If the solution to the LP-relaxation problem is

already a binary integer vector, it provides an upper bound for the binary inte-

ger programming problem. As the search tree grows more nodes, the algorithm

updates the lower and upper bounds on the objective function, using the bounds

obtained in the bounding step. The bound on the objective value serves as the

threshold to cut off unnecessary branches.

Branching

The algorithm creates a search tree by repeatedJy adding constraints to the prob-

lem. This process can be represented by a binary tree, in which the nodes represent

the added constraints.
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Deciding whether to Branch

At each node, the algorithm solves an LP-relaxation problem using the constraints

at that node and decides whether to branch or to move to another node depending

on the outcome. Three possibilities:

o If the LP-relaxation problem at the current node is infeasible or its optimal

value is greater than that of the best integer point, the algorithm removes

the node from the tree, after which it does not search any branches below

that node. The algorithm then moves to a new node accord.ing to the method

you specify in NodeSearchStrategy option. There are two options:

1. 'DF' - depth flrst search strategy. At each node in the search tree, if
there is a child node one ievel down in the tree that has not alrea y been

explored, the algorithm chooses one such child to search. otherwise,

the algorithm moves to the node one level up in the tree and chooses a

child node one level down from that node.

2' 'BN'- Best node search strategy, which chooses the node with lowest

bound on the objective function.

If the algorithm flnds a nev/ feasible integer point with lower objective value

than that of the best integer point, it updates the current best integer point

and moves to the next node

If the LP-relaxation problem is optimal but not integer and the optimai

objective value of the LP relaxation problem is less than the best integer

point, the algorithm branches according to the method you specify in the

BranchStrategy option. We wiil use the default value.
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Appendix C

Acronyms

1. BS : Base Station

2. MS : Mobile Station

3. ARQ : Automatic Repeat reQuest

4. H-ARQ : Hybrid Automatic Repeat reQuest

5. AMC : Adaptive Modulation and Coding

6. F-FCH : Forward F\rndamental Channel

7. F-SCH : Forward Supplemental Channel

8. F-PDCH : Forward Packet Data Channel

9. F-PDCCH : Forward Packet Data Controi Channel

10. F-PDCH : Forward Packet Data Channel

11. SII\-TR : Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio

12. QoS : Quality of Service

13. SLA : Service Level Agreement

14. F-CPCCH : Forward Common Power Control Chan¡rel

15. F/R-DCCH : Forward/Reverse Dedicated Control Channel

16. F-PICH : Forward Pilot Indication Channel

17. ITU : International Telecommunication l]nion

18. PSK : Phase Shift Keying

19. QAM : Quadrature Amplitude Modulation
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20. FDM : Flequency Division Multiplexing

21. TDM : Time Division Multiplexing

22. CDM: Code Division Multiplexing

23. TDMA: Time Division Multiple Access

24. CDMAIxEV-DV : Code Division Multiple Access 1x Evolution-Data and

Voice

25. CDMAIxEV-DO : Code Division Multiple Access lx Evolution-Data Only

26. MAC : Medium Access Control

27. BER : Bit Error Rate

28. B&B : Branch and Bound

29. CE: Complete Enumeration

30. HEU: Heuristic

31. AWGN : Additive White Gaussian Noise

32. PSTNT : Public Switched Telephone Network

33. MSC : Mobile Switching Center

34. BSC : Base Station Controller
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A.ppendix D: Matlab and C codes

o/^ ---______
7o Dicfionary ofvariables for the codes
o/^ --___-_______

7o ThI is the weight of priority value (Thl is rheral in my thesis)
7o Th2 is the weight of dara rare (Th2 is thera2 in my thesis)
7o EndSiot is the number of time slots used for experiments
% N is the maximum number of users present in the system (also N in my thesis)
% ad is the number of video and data users
Vo ODU is the size (ad x 10) matrix that contains the information required

Vo to allocate the encoder packet size
7o RT_Num is the number of video users
% NRT_Num is the number of data users
7¿ vnum is the number of voice users
7¿ chosenvoice is the number of voice users that is chosen to receive service

% at this scheduling period
7¿ SlotUsed is the variable that shows if the medium is being used or not

7¿ If SlotUsed <= 0, BS can start calcuìating the algorithm
7o Otherwise, just update the users information

7o LimitFlag is the array used to check if any of the users exceed the delay limit
7o CodeYoice is the numberofcodes used byvoice users
7o PowYoice is the amount of power used by voice users
Vo CodeData is the remaining number of codes avaiiable for data and video users
7o PowData is the remaining power available for data and video users
7o TempTable stores the temporary results for all transmission lengths
VoB isthe benefitvalue assigned to each user @ is beta in my thesis)
% FINAL_SiRI is the SIR of the transmission (see Equation 3.1 in my thesis)
Vo Rate is simply the data rate supported
Vo Tot is the total objective values (see Equation 3.8 in my thesis)
Vo Pow is the amount of power required @ of user i combination j in my thesis)
7o Code is the codes required (C of user i combination j in my thesis)
7¿ MaxUSER is the maximum user that can be accommodated in the system
Vo KI, K2, and K3 arrays contain the number of combinations available for

Vo ttmeslo|. 1.25 ms, 2.5 ms, and 5 ms
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ù^ -____-___
7o Complete Enumeration (CE)Algorithm
o/^ ____ ___ __/ù=========
7o TMainDATAVOICE.n
Va This is the main function to run the CE Algorirhm
% Author: Shirley Mayadewi
% Last modified: Oct 8, 2005
Vo--------------
warning off
format long
'lhl - t?.
Th, = l.
EndSlot = 1000;
chosenFlag = zeros(1,4)i
t-req = Q;

t_req_table = 0;
SiotUsed =0;
MaxCode = 28;
MaxPow = 2O;7a in watts
MaxUSER = 20;
BCRL = zeros( l,MaxUSER);
MinUSER = 5;
TempTab le = znr os(6, I2);
RateTable = zeros(l,EndSiot + 1); ToTOTN, DATA RATE
AveRateTable = zeros(i,Endslot + 1); 7o AVERAGE DATA RATE
ObjTable = zeros(l,EndSlot + 1); TaTOTAI- OBJECTIVE
PowTable = zeros(3,EndSlor + i); % TOTAL POWER
CodeTable = zeros(3,EndSiot + 1); 7o'lOTN-CODE
SIRTabie = zeros(l,EndSlot + l); 7o TOTAL SIR
AveSIRTable = zeros(l,EndSlot+).); Eo AVERAGE SIR
TraTable = zeros( l,EndSlot + l); Va TOT N- PACKET TRANSMITTED
ValTable = zeros(l,Endsiot + l); VoTOTN-L
Rev = zeros(l,EndSlot + L);7o TOTAL B
RevVoiceTable = zeros(l,EndSIot+l); VaTOTN-B FROM VOICE
DRTTable = zeros( l,EndSlot+ 1 ) ;

DNRTTable = zeros(l,Endslot + l);
DVTable = zeros(l,EndSlot + 1);
t*req_table = zeros( L,EndSlot +i);
Benefi tTable = zeros( l,MaxUSER) ;

WaitingTabie = zeros(3,MaXUSER);
DelayTable = zeros(3,MaxUSER);
NumPT = zeros(3,MaxUSER);
Plost = zeros(3,MaxUSER);
PT = zeros(3,MaxUSER);
t-prev = []'
sub_cl assesDATAVOICE;
DV = length(classDV);
rates_table3O;
chosenVoice = 0;
7a--------------
þrintf(ItMainDATAVOICE is running.... \n');
for timeslot = l: I :EndSlot

PacketSiz = ones( l,MaxUSER) ;

N= 15;

U2;
ra_count = l;
while timesiot < EndSlot
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timeslot=timeslot+ 1;

if mod(times1ot,20) ==0
N= 15;
U2;

end
% Randomly generating the voice users
if mod(timeslot, i00) == 0

rand ('state',ra_count) ;

for i = l:N
if user(i,5) == 3

a = rand;
if a >= 0.5

user(i,:) = zerosi
end

end
end
ra_count=ra_count+ 1;

end
clear a
t = user;
ad = length(t);
7¿ Start recording the processing time
tic;
TRunnerNRV;
t reo = toc:
t_req_table(timeslot) = ¡*¡sti
emp = 0;
for i = 1:6
if TempTable(i,1) > 0

if SlotUsed ==1
Va Change the L value of MS that has been served to beta

DelayTable(TempTable(i, 1 1),TempTable(i, 12)) = ¡s1utr¡u61"
(IempTable(i, I l),TempTable(i, I 2)) + WaitingTable...
(TempTable(i, I I ),TempTabie(i, 1 2)) ;

WaitingTable(TempTable(i, 1 1 ),TempTable(i, l2)) = 0.
NumPT(TempTable(i, 1 l),TempTabie(i, 12)) = NumPI
(TempTable(i,11),...
TempTable(i,12)) + 1;

end
PT(TempTable(i, 1 1),TempTable(i, 12)) = PT(TempTable(i, i i),
TempTabie(i, I 2))+TempTable(i,5);
emP=emP+l'
RateTable(timesiot+ l) = RateTable(timeslot+1) + TempTable(i,4);
TraTable(timeslot+ l) = TraTable(timeslot+i) + TempTabie(i,5);
ObjTable(timeslot+ 1) = ObjTable(timeslot+ 1) + TempTable(i,6);
PovVTable(TempTable(i, I 1),timeslot+ 1) = PowTable(TempTable(i,...
I I ),timeslot+ 1 )+TempTable(i,7) ;

CodeTable(TempTabie(i, I 1),timeslot+ l) = CodeTable(TempTable...
(i, I 1),timeslot+ 1)+TempTable(i,8);
SIRTable(timesiot+ 1) = SIRTable(timeslot+1)+ TempTable(ì,9);
ValTabie(timeslot+l) = ValTable(timeslot+ i) + BCRL(l,TempTable
(i,12));
forb = l:l:DV

if TempTable(i,10) == classDV(b,1) && TempTable(i,11) ==
classDV(b,2)

Rev(timeslot + l) = pstilimesiot + l) + classDV(b,3);
end
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end

if emp == 2 Vo Two users are being served
AveRateTable(timeslot+ I ) = RateTable(timeslot+ I )/2;
AveSIRTable(timeslot+ i ) = SIRTable(ti meslor+ 1 )/2;

else
AveRateTable(timeslot+ l) = RateTable(timeslot+ 1 ) ;

AveSIRTable(timeslot+ I ) = SIRTable(timeslot+ I ) ;
end
RevVoice = 0;
if chosenVoice(1) > 0

for i = l:length(chosenVoice)
if chosenVoice(i) > 0

RevVoice = RevVoice + B enefi tTable(chosenVoice(i)) ;

end
end

end
DRTTable(timeslot+1)=DRTTable(timeslot+1)+(sum@elayTable(1,:))/sum(NumPT...
(1,:)));
DNRTTable(timeslot+1)=DNRTTable(timeslot+l)+(sum@elay'Iable(2,:))/sum...
(lrlumPT(2,:)));
DVTable(timeslot+ I) = DVTabie(timeslot+ 1) + (sum@elayTable(3,:))/sumQrlumPT...
(3,:)));
RevVoiceTable(timeslot + 1) = RevvoiceTable(timeslot + 1) + RevVoice;
PowTable(3,timeslot+ 1 ) = Pov/Table(3, timeslot+ 1 ) + PowVoice;
CodeTable(3,timeslot+ I ) = CodeTable(3,timeslor+ I ) + CodeVoice;
Vo Updating the waiting time of each user
for i = 1:1:ad

if (i,6) > o
if BCRL(t(i,6)) > 0 && t(i,5)==1 % Video users

WaitingTable( 1,t(i,6) = WaitingTable(l,t(i,6)) + I ;

WaitingTable(2:3,t(i,6)) = zerosi
el seif B CRL(t(i, 6)) > 0 e.e. T(i,5)==2 Vo D ata users

WaitingTable(2,t(i,6)) = WaitingTable(2,(i,6)) + I ;

WaitingTable( 1,(i,6) = zerosl
WaitingTable(3,t(i,6) = zerosi

elseif BCRI{t(i,6)) > 0 && (i,5)==3 7o Voice users
WaitingTable(3,(i,6) = Wai tingTable(3,(i,6) + 1 ;

WaitingTable( I :2,t(i,6)) = zerosi
else

WaitingTable( I :3,t(i,6)) = zerosi
end

end
end
SlotUsed = SlotUsed -1;
t_prev = zeros(ad,6);
ad_prev = ad;
t_prev = t;
t = zeros(l\4inUSER,6) ;

end
Vo--------------
fprintf(The average data rate is 7a5.2f Kbps', sum(AveRateTabte)/timeslot);
fprintf(The total L generated = 7o10.3f \n',sum(ValTable));
fprintf(The total data rate generated for all usen = VoIl.3f Kbirs/s\n', sum(RateTable));
fprintf(The total packer rransmitted = %IO.3f bits \n', sum(TraTable));

end
end
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fprintf(The total objective value generated = 7o 10.3f \n', sum(ObjTable));
fprintf('Average processing time required per slot = Vo5.3f seconds\n',sum(t_req_table)/timeslot);
fprintf(ilhe total revenue generated from Data and Video= 7ol0.3f \n', sum(R.ev));
fprintf(The total revenue generated from Voice = 7oLO.31\n', sum(RevVoiceTable));
fprintf(Total power used for Video = %ai\n', sum@owTable(1,:)));
fprintf(llotal power used for Data = %oi\n', sum@owTable(2,:)));
fprintf(Total power used for Voice = o/oi\n', sum(PowTable(3,:)));
fprintf(Totai code used Video= %i \n', sum(CodeTable(1,:)));
fprintf(Total code used Data= %oi \n', sum(CodeTable(2,:)));
fprintf(Total code used Voice= %i Vr', sum(CodeTable(3,:)));
fprintf('Average Video packets delay = %10.3f slots \n', sum@elay'Iable(1,:))/sum(lrlumP|(1,:)));
fpúntf('Average Data packets delay = Volo.3f slots Vr', sum@elayTable(2,:))/sum(NumpT(2,:)));
fprintf('Average Voice packets delay = % 10.3f slots \n', sum@elayTable(3,:))/sum(lrlumPT(3,:)));
fprintf(Totai Video packets rransmitted = Val\.3f \n', sum(NumpT(i,:)));
fprintf(Total Data packets rransmitted = %IO.3f \n', sum(lriumPT(2,:)));
fprintf('Total Video packets lost = 7o10.3f Vr', sum@Losr(1,:)));
fprintf(Totai Data packets iost = 7¿10.3f \¡r', sum(P[ost(2,:)));

o/^---_--___
7o

7o

Va

TRunnerNRV.m
Author: Shirley Mayadewi
Last modified: Oct 8, 2005

7o--------------
UpdateHistory_NRV;
ifvnum == 0

chosenVoice = 0;
end
7¿ SEPARATING DATA a¡d VOICE USERs
ODU = zeros(MinUSER, 13);
RT_Num = 0;
fori =1:ad

if (i,s) == I &.& (i,l) > 0
RT_Num=RT_Num+ l;
ODU@T_Num, 1 :6) = ¡1¡,'¡'

ODU@T-NurL2) = PacketSiz(ODU(RT_Num,6));
ODU(R T-Nun17) = B CRUODU(RT_Num, 6)) ;

ODU(RT-Nunr, 8) = B enefi tTable(2,ODU(R.T_NurrL6));
ODU@T-NurL9) = Benefi flable(3,ODU(RT_Nunl6));
ODU(R T_NunL I 0) = (ODUß.T_Num,9)-ODU(RT_Nun,7))iODUß.T*Num,8) 

;
end

end
clear i
NRT_Num=RT_Num;
fori = l:ad

if t(i,5) ==2 &&. t(i,1) > 0
NRT_Num=NRT_Num+1 ;

ODU(NRT_Num, I :6) = (i,:)'
ODU(Irl-RT-Num,2) = Packetsiz(ODUOIRT_Nunl 6));
ODUQ.IRT-Num,7) = BCRL(ODU(|IRT_Num,6));
ODU(òIRT-Num,8) = 3 e¡"¡¡¡able(2,ODUOIRT_Num,6)) ;

ODUQ'IRT-Num,9) = 3 s¡e¡flable(3,ODU(lriRT_Num,6)) ;
ODU(NRT_Num, I 0) = (ODU(IIIRT_Nun19)-ODU(NRT_Num,7))/ODU...
(lrtRT_Num,8);

end
end

ciear i
d_index = 0;
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[d-index,d] = size(ODÐ;
clear d
if sum@CRL) a= (-l*ad)

TempTab le = zpros (6,L2);
chosenFlag = zeros(1,4);

elseif sum(BCRL) > (-1*ad)
LimitFlag = zeros(1, 100);
if SlotUsed <= 0

TempTable = zeros (6,12) ;

chosenFlag = zeros(1,4);
LimCounter = 0;
if timeslo>l

for i = 1:d_index
forb = 1:l:DV

if DU(i,4) == classDV(b,1) && DU(i,5) == ciassDV(b,2) && BCRl{I,DU(i,6)) >=...
classDV(b,5)

LimitFlag@U(i,6)) = 1;

LimCounter = LimCounter + i;
end

end
end

end

if LimCounter == 0 7o No delay limit reached
RunnerRegNRV;

elseif LimCounter > 0 7o One or more users reach the delay limit
RunnerPrioNRV;

end
end

end

ot^ --_-_____-/u:::::====
Vo RunnerRegNRV.m
Vo Author: Shirley Mayadewi
7o Last modified: Oct 8, 2005
7o--------------
CodeVoice = 0;
PowVoice = 0;
Vo Check ifany voice users exist

if vnum > 0 ToYoice users exist
VoiceAJgo;

elseif vnum == 0 Vo No voice user
chosenVoice = 0;

end
CodeData = MaxCode - CodeVoice;
PowData = MaxPow - PowVoice;
TempTab le = zþ1os(6, 12) ;
chosenFlag = zeros(1,4);
Vo--------------
7o Transmission Length = 1.25 ms
K = zeros(l,lengthG( 1));
SSS = zeros( l,length(S 1));
K=Kl;
SSS = Si;
[Pow,Code,FlNAL_SIRl,Rate,KK,Du] = UpdTableNRV(ODU,d_index,K,SSS,RT_Num);
TAIgoDATA;
ch = zeros(l,2);
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abc = 0;
if sum(chosenFlag) > 0

for i = 1:2

ifchosenFlag(i) == 1

abc = abc +1;
ch = chosen(i,1:2);

TempTable(abc, 1) = ç¡1 1, 1¡'
TempTable(ab c,2) = ch(1,1 )'
TempTable(abc,3) = p¿ç¡"¡5iz@U(ch( 1, I ),6));
TempTable(abc,4) = B¿¡"i.¡(1, I),ch(1,2));
TempTable(abc,5) = TempTable(abc,4) * 1.25;
TempTable(abc,6) = 1e4"1.ti 1, 1),ch( 1,2));
TempTable(abc,7) = Pow(ch(l,l),ch(1,2));
TempTable(abc,8) = ço¿"1"¡( 1, 1 ),ch( 1,2));
TempTable(abc,9) = p¡¡q¡r SiR I (ch( i, I ),ch( 1,2));
TempTable(abc, i0) = DU(ch(1, 1),a);
TempTable(abc, I l) = DU(ch(1, 1),5);
TempTable(ab c,LZ) = DU(ch(1, i),6);

end
end

end
Va--------------
7o Transmission Length = 2.5 ms
clear Pow Code Rate Tot FINAL SIRI KK
K = zeros(1,lengthK2));
SSS = zeros(1,iength(S2));
K=K2;
SSS = 52;

[Pow,Code,FINAL_SIRl,Rate,KK,Dtl = UpdTableNRV(ODU,d_index,K,SSS, RT_Num);
TAIgoDATA;
ch = zeros(l,2)i
abc =2;
if sum(chosenFlag) > 0

for i = I:2
ifchosenFlag(i) == 1

abc = abc +1;
ch = chosen(i, l:2);
TempTable(abc, 1) = ch(1, 1)'
TempTable(ab c,2) = ç11ç1,21'

TempTable(abc,3) = p¿ç¡"¡5iz@U(ch( 1, I ),6));
TempTabie(abc,4) = p¿1"i"¡( 1, 1),ch(1,2));
TempTabie(abc,5) = 1smt1.bie(abc,4) x i.25;
TempTable(abc,6) = fs11.¡i 1, 1),ch( 1,2));
TempTable(abc,7) = pspi"¡(1, 1),ch( 1,2));
TempTabie(abc,8) = Çe¿"i.¡(1,1),ch(1,2));
TempTable(abc,9) = FINAI -SiR I (ch( 1, i ),ch( 1,2));
TempTable(abc, 10) = DU(ch( 1, 1),a);
TempTable(abc, I I) = DU(ch(1, 1),5);
TempTable(ab c,L2) = DU(ch(1, 1),6);

end
end

end
Vo--------------
7¿ Transmission Length = 5 ms
clear Pow Code Rate Tot FINAI SIR1 KK
K = zeros(l,Iength(I3)) ;

SSS = zeros( l,length(S3));
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K=K3;
SSS = 53;

[Pow,Code,FINAL_SIR1,Rate,KK,DU] = UpdTableNRV(ODU,d_index,K,SSS, RT_Num);
TAIgoDATA;
ch = zeros(1,2)i
^L^ Á.

if sum(chosenFlag) > 0
for i = l:2

ifchosenFlag(i) == 1

abc = abc +l;
ch = chosen(i,1:2);
TempTable(abc, i) = s¡i1, 1¡'
TempTabie(ab c,2) = ç¡11,2¡'
TempTable(abc,3) = Packetsiz(DU(ch( 1, 1 ),6));
TempTable(abc,4) = p¿¡ei"1t( I, l),ch( 1,2));
TempTable(abc,5) = TempTable(abc,4)a I.25;
TempTable(abc,6) = 1e4.¡ç1, 1),ch(1,2));
TempTable(abc,7) = Pow(ch( 1, l),ch( i,2));
TempTable(abc,8) = Qe¿"i"¡(1,1),ch(1,2));
TempTable(abc,9) = þ¡¡4¡_SIRi (ch( i, i),ch( i,2));
TempTabie(abc, 10) = DU(ch(1, 1),a);
TempTable(abc, I l) = DU(ch(1, 1),5);
TempTable(ab c,I2) = DU(ch( I, I ),6) ;

end
end

end
Vo--------------
Vo Compare the results of transmission length 1.25, 2.5 and 5 ms
if TempTable( 1, 1)== 6¿¿1"mpTab1e(3,1)==O && TempTable(5, I ) == 6

SlotUsed = 0;
elseif TempTable(l,1)> 0 llTempTable(3,1) > 0 ll TempTable(5,1) > 0

TL-Obj = zeros(1,3);
TL-Obi( I ) = TemPTable( 1,6) + TempTable(2,6);
TL-Obi (2) = TempTable(3,6) + TempTable(4,6) ;
TL-Obi (3) = TempTable(5,6) + TempTable(6, 6) ;

ITO1,TO2] = max(Tl-Obj);
if TO2 == I

SlotUsed = 1;

TempTable(3 : 6,I :12) = zerosi
elseif TO2 == 2

SlotUsed = 2;
TempTable( i : 2,I :I2) = zeros ;

TempTabie(5 : 6,1 :I2) = Zeros i
elseif TO2 == 3

SlotUsed = 4;
TempTable( I : 4,1 :I2) = Zerosi

end
end

d^ 
-_______-,-tu::::=====

7o RunnerPrioNRV.m
ToIdenrtcal with RunnerRegNRV.m, but replace TAIgoDATA with TAlgoPrioDATA
Vo Author: Shirley Mayadewi
Vo Last modified: Oct 8, 2005
Va--------------
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o/^ ____-_-__

Vo TAlgoDATA.m
7o Author: Shirley Mayadewi
Vo Last modified: Ocr 8, 2005
Vo--------------
chosenFlag = zeros(1,4);
chosen = zeros(2,4);
B = zeros(l,MaxUSER);
fori= 1:1:d_index

B(i) = BçPaç¡U(j'6));
end
Tot = zeros(d_index,max(KK)) ;

fori = l:I:d_index
forj = i'<r¡¡

7o Checktng the combination eligibility as a candidate solution
if Pow(ij) > 0 && Pow(ij) <= PowData && PacketSiz@U(i,6))>0 &A BCRL(DU(i,6))>0

VoEligible
To(ii) = Thl *B(i) + Th2x(Rate(i j));

els€
% Not eligible

To(ij) = -(le+6);
end

end
end

M = zeros(1,d_index-1);
for i = 1: 1:d_index- I

M(i) = 5¡¡i1<f ( I,i+ 1 :d-index));
end
M-KK = zeros(l,d index-1);
fori = 1:l:d index-l

M_KK(Ð = KK(i)*M(i);
end

T = zeros(1,d_index-l);
r(1) = ç¡çi1¡'
for i = 2: l:d index- I

T(i) = rcç1¡n'.,t-tr'
end

row = 0;
row = sum(KK) + sum(li4_KK);
y_matrix = zeros(row,sum(KK)) ;

index_matrix = zeros(row,4) ;

[y-matrix, index_matrix] = mloop_2(I(K,M,T,M_KK) ;

o_matrix = zeros(sum(KK), 1);
index = 0;
fori = l:l:d_index

forj = t'1'<r1i,
index = index +l;
o_matrix(index, 1) = as(;¡¡'

end
end
result_matrix = zeros(row, l) ;

7a Use sparse function to speed up the computational time of Matlab
ymat = zeros(row,sum(I(K));
omat = zeros(sum(KK), 1);
ymat = sparse(y_matrix);
omat = sparse(o_matrix);
result-matrix = ymat*omat;
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clear o_matrix y_matrix
clear omat ymat
result_sorted = zeros(row,5);
result_sorted = [result_matrix, index_matrix] ;

result_sorted = sortrows(result_sorted, [l]);
clear index_matrix result_matri x
sett = 0;
res = row;
while sett -=1 && res-=O

if result_sorted(res,4)>0
if resuh_sorted(res,1) > 0&& Pow(result_sorted(res,2),resulr_sorred(res,3))+...

Pow(result_sorted(res,4), result_sorted(res,5)) <= PowData ...
&& Code(result_sorted(res,2),result_sorted(res,3)) + ...
Code(result_sorted(res,4), result_sorted(res,5)) <= CodeData...

chosen(1, I :2) = result-sofed(res,2:3);
chosen( 1,3) = DU(chosen(1, 1),6);
chosenFlag(1) = l;
chosen(2, I :2) = result-sorted(res,4: 5) ;

chosen(2,3) = DU(chosen(2, 1),6);
chosenFlag(2) = 1;

sett = l;
else

res = res -l;
end

elseif result_sorted(res, 1) > 0 && result_sorted(res,4)== g

chosen( l, I :2) = result-sorted(res,2:3);
chosen( 1,3) = DU(chosen(1, 1),6);
chosenFlag(i) = i;
sett = I;

end
end
clear result_sorted sett res

d^ 
-_________,

Vo TAlgohioDATA.m
Vo Ascnpt to calculate the CE algorithm when one or more users reach the delay limit
Vo ln this scheme, we assume that at most only two users can reach the delay limit
7o simultaneously
Vo Author: Shirley Mayadewi
Vo Last modified: Oct 8, 2005
Vo--------------
chosenFlag = zeros(1,4);
chosen: zercs(2,2);
B = zeros(l,MaxUSER);
fori = 1:1:d_index

B(i) = BCRL(1,DU(i,6));
end
Tot = zeros(d_index,max(I{K)) ;

fori = 1:1:d_index
forj = t'ççç¡

if Pow(ij) > 0 && Pow(ij) <= PowData && Packetsiz@U(i,6))>0 &&...
BCRL(DU(i,6)) >0

Tot(ii) = Th 1*B(1,Ð + Th2*@ate(ii));
else

To(ij) = -(te+6);
end

end
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end
mK = sum(KK);
o_matrix_w index = zeros(mK,3);
ow_index = 0;
fori = 1:i:d-index

forj = 1'1'<r1¡,
ow_index = ow_index +l;
o_matrix_w_index(ow_index, 1) = Tot(ij);
o*matrix_w_index(ow_index,2) = i;
o_malrix_w_index(ow_index,3) = j ;

o_matrix_w_index(ow_index,4) = DU(i,6) ;

end
end
if sum(o_matrix_w_index(1:mK, l)) > -1000*mK

o_matrix_w_index = sortrows(o_matrix_w*index,Il]);
lah = zeros(1,2);
j=o;

for i = l:MaxUSER
if LimitFlag(i) == t

¡ = j+1;
lah(j) = i;

end

:f i __.t\.) --L
break;

end
end
h =0;
for i = l:2

iflah(i) > 0
h = h+1;
end

end
if h == I Vo Only one user reaches its limit

if sum(Tot(lah(1),:)) > O 7oÍJser is eligible ro be served
for i = mK:- 1: I

if o_matrix_w_index(i,1) > 0 && o_marrix_w_index(i,4) == lah(l)
chosen( l, I :2) = o-matrix_w_index(i,2:3);
chosenFlag(I) = l;
break;

end
end

Vo Choose the second user
i=mK;
j=0;
while j -= 1 && Þ0
7o Checking the secondpairof combination satisfyEquation 3.10,3.11
Va and has the same transmission length as the first pair

if o_marrix_w_index(i,l) > 0 && o_matrix_w_index(i,2) -= chosen...
(1, 1)&& Pow(o_marrix_w_index(i,2),o_marrix_w_index(i,3))+...
Pow(chosen(l,l),chosen(1,2)) <=PowData && ...
Code(o*maaix_w_index(i,2),o_matrix_w_index(i,3))+...
Code(chosen(1,1),chosen(1,2)) <=CodeData

chosen(2, 1 :2) = o_matrix_w_index(i,2:3);
j = 1;

else

i = i - 1; Va Continue the searching process
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end
end
:f : __ 1tr.l -- r

chosenFlag(2) = t;
end

else 7o Not enough resources available for this user, find different users
TAIgoDATA;

end
elseif h == 2 7a Two users have reached the limit

if sum(Tot(lah(1),:)) == 0 && sum(Tot(lah(2),:)) == O

TAIgoDATA; VoBorh users cannot be served due to lack of resources
elseif sum(Tot(lah(l),:)) > 0 && sum(Tot(1ah(2),:)) == 0
Vo Only the first user can be served
for i = mK:-1:1

if o*matrix_w_index(i,1) > 0&& o_marrix_w_index(i,4) == lah(1)
chosen( 1, 1 :2) = o_matrix_w_index(i,2:3);
chosenFlag(l) = l;
break;

end
end
7o Choose the second user
i=mK;
j=o;
while j -= I && Þ0
if o_matrix_w_index(i, 1 ) > 0&& o_marri x_w_in dex(i,2) -= chos en( l, i ) &&...

Pow(o_matrix_w index(i,2),o_marrix_w_index(i,3))+...
Pow(chosen(1,1),chosen(i,2)) <=PowData && ...
Code(o_matrix_w_index(i,2), o_matrix_w_index(i, 3 )) +...
Code(chosen(1, l),chosen( 1,2)) <=CodeData...

chosen(2, I : 2) = o_matrjx_w_index(i,2:3 );

eise 
j = 1;

i = i - 1;

end
end

r¡J -- r

chosenFlag(2) = i;
end

elseif sum(Tot(lah(1),:)) == 0 && sum(Tot(lah(2),:)) > 0
Vo OnJy the second user can be served

fori = mK:-I:l
if o_matrix_w_index(i,1) > 0&& o_matrix_w_index(i,2) == lah(2)

chosen( l, I :2) = o-matix-w-index(i,2:3);
break;

end
end
7o Choose the second user
i=mK;
j=0;
while j -= i && Þ0
if o_matrix_w_index(i, 1 ) > 0&& o_mafrix_w_index(i,2) -= chosen( l, l)&&...

Pow(o_matrix_w_index(i,2),o_matrix_w_index(i,3))+...
Pow(chosen(i,1),chosen(i,2)) <=PowData && ...
Code(o_matrix_w_index(i,2), o_matrix_w_i ndex(i, 3))+...
Code(chosen(1, l),chosen( 1,2)) <=CodeData...
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chosen(2, I :2) = o-matrjx-w-index(i,2:3) ;

j = 1;

else
i = i - 1;

end
end
¡rJ -- r,

chosenFiag(2) = 1;

end
elseif sum(Tot(lah(l),:)) > 0 &.&. sum(Tor(1ah(2),:)) > 0
VoBofh users can be served

if BCRL(Iah(1)) > BCRL(lah(2))
7o FitsT user is prioritized as it has higher L value

w = iah(t);
v = tah(2);

else
% Second user is prioritized as it has higher L value

w = tah(2);
v = Iah(i);

end

for i = mK:-l:l
if o-matrix-w_index(i,4) == r¡

chosen(1, I :2) = o-matrix-w-index(i,2:3) ;

chosenFlag(l) = l;
break;

end
end

7o Choose the second user
i=mK;
j=0;
while j -= 1 && Þ0

if o_matrix_w_index(i, 1) > 0 &&...
o_matrix_w_index(i,2) -= chosen(1, 1)&&...
o-matrix_w_index(i,4) == v &&...
Pow(o_matrix_w_index(i,2),o_marrix_w_index(i,3))+...
Pow(chosen(1, l),chosen(1,2)) <=PowData && ...

Code(o_matrix_w_index(i,2),o_marrix_w_index(i,3))+...
Code(chosen(1, I),chosen(i,2)) <=CodeDara...

chosen(2,1 :2) = o_matrix_w_index(i,2:3);
i = l:

else
i = i - 1;

end
end
rr.l -- r

chosenFlag(2) = l;
elseifj == 0 7o No second user has been found, just f,ind another user

i=mK;
j=0;
while j -= I && Þ0

if o-matrix_w_index(i,1) > 0 && o_matrix_w_index(i,2) -= chosen(l,l)&&...
Pow(o_matrix_w_index(i,2),o_marrix_w_index(i,3))+...
Pow(chosen(1, l),chosen(1,2)) <=PowData && ...
Code(o_matrix_w_index(i,2),o_matri x_w_index (i,3))+...
Code(chosen( 1, i),chosen( 1,2)) <=CodeData...

chosen(2, I :2) = o_matrix_w_index(i,2:3);
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j = 1;

else
i = i - 1;

end

end
end

;f : 
-_ 

IrrJ -- r

chosenFlag(2) = l;
end

end
end

end
clear o_matrix_w_index Pow Code i j v w h

il--__-___-_____

// mJoop_2.c
// Complete Enumeratíon Algorithm
// This C code is used ro speed up the loop calculation in Matlab
t/---------------
#include "mex.h"
void mexFunction(int nJhs, mxArray *pìhs[, int nrhs, const mxArray *prhs[]);
void mexFunction(int nlhs, mxArray *plhs[, int nrhs, const mxArray xprhs[])
II

int i,rowl,row2;
int row;
double *KK;
doubie *T;
double *M;
double *M_KK;
double *y_matrix;

double xindex_matrix;

int col,col_1,co1_2;
int index,index2,stqstb;
int j,r4n,x;
int mrrì,jj,tt;

col = mxGetN(prhs[0]); // get number of column for KK
col_l = mxGetN(prhs[ 1]); // number of column for M
col_2 = mxGetN(prhs[2]); //number of column for T
KK = nxGetPr(prhs[0]); // getthe actual dara
M = mxGerpr(prhsll]);
T = mxGerpr(prhs[2]);
M_KK = mxGetpr(prhsl3]) ;

rowl = 0;
for(i=0;iccol;i++) rowl = rowl + KK[i]; // rowl is basically the same with sum(-l(K)

row2 = 0;
for(i=0;(icco1-1);i++) row2 = row2 + M_KKlil;

row = rowl+ row2;
plhs [0] = mxCreateDoubleMatrix (row,row i, 0) ; / / initialize y_matri x
plhs [ 1] = mxCreateDoubleMatrix(row,4,0);//
y_matrix = mxGetpr(plhs[0]);
index_marrix = mxGetpr(plhsl 1]);
index = -1;
for(i=0;(icrowl );i++)
{

index++;
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y_matrix[i+(index,row)] = I ;

Ì

index2 = -1;
for(i=0;i<co1;i++)
{

forfi=o;¡a<t<¡1,-**,
{

index2++;
index_matrix[index2] = (i+1 );
index_matrixf(row*l) + index2] = 0+1);

Ì
Ì
// second matrix
sta = index;
x=-1;
for(i=0;(iccol- 1 );i++)
{

mm=KK[i];
for(m=0;mcmm;m++)
{

x++;jj=M[i];n=-1;
for(i=0j<I j++)
{

tt=T[i];
n++;
sta++;
y_matrix[((x)*row)+sta] = 1 ;

y_matrix[((tt+n)*row)+sta] = I ;

Ì
)

i
stb = index2;
for(i=0 ;(icco1- 1) ;i++)
i

for(m=0;(mcKK [i] ) ; m++)
{

for(n=i+ l;nccol;n++)
{ 

'o'6=ojcKKtnl 
j++)

{
stb++;
index_matrix[stb] = (i+1);
index_matrixfrow+stb] = (m+ I );
index_matrixf(2*row) + stb] = (n+1);
index_maaix[(3*row) + stb] = (+ 1);

Ì
Ì

Ì
Ì
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o/^ _-_________-/u:::::::==
Vo Heuristic Algorithm
ol^-___-_______--tu==::::::=

7o HeuMainDATAVOICE.m
Vo This is the main function of Heuristic algorithms
Va Identical to TMainDATAVOICE.Ta but replace TRunnerNRV with
7o HeuRunNRV
7o Author: Shirley Mayadewi
7o Last modif,ied: Oct 8, 2005
7a--------------

o/- ____ ___ __

7a HeuRunNRV.m
Vo Once again, everything is identical to TrunnerNRV, but replace RunnerRegNRV with
% HeuRegNRV and RunnerPrioNRV with HeuPrioNRV
Vo Author: Shirley Mayadewi
Va Last modified: Oct 8, 2005
%--------------

ot^___---_-_
% HeuRegNRV.m
% Ascnpt for calculating heuristic algorithm when there is no user exceeding delay limit
Vo Author: Shirley Mayadewi
Vo Last modified: Oct 8, 2005
7o--------------
CodeVoice = 0;
PowVoice = 0;

if vnum > 0
VoiceA1go;

else
chosenVoice = 0;

end

CodeData = MaxCode - CodeVoice;
PowData = MaxPow - PowVoice;
TempTable = zeros(6, l2);
chosenFlag = zeros(1,4);
7o Transmission Length = 1.25 ms
SSS = zeros( l,length(S 1));
K = zeros(1,length(I( 1));
K=K1;
SSS = S1;

[Pow,Code,FINAL_SIRt,Rate,KK,Dtl = UpdTableNRV(ODU,d_index,K,SSS, RT_Num);
Calculate_Ratio_NRV;
HeuAJgoMinNRV;
Mi_chosen = zeros(2,4);
mi=0;
for i = i:4

ifchosenFlag(i) == I
mi=mi+l;
Mi-chosen(mi, I :4) = c¡6t.n1i, t'Or'

end

end
HeuAigoMaxNRV;
Ma_chosen = zeros(2,4) ;

ma=0;
fori = i:4

ifchosenFlag(i) == I
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ma = ma+l;
Ma-chosen(ma,I :4) = chosen(i, I :4) ;

end
end
Obj_Ma = 0;
obj_Mi = 0;
for i = l:2

if Ma_chosen(i,1)> 0
Obj_Ma = Obj_Ma + Tot(Ma_chosen(i,2),Ma_chosen(i, 3));

end
if Mi_chosen(i,1)> 0

Obj_Mi = Obj_Mi + Tot@fi_chosen(i,2),Mi_chosen(i,3)) ;

end
end
NewCh = zeros(2,4);
if obj_Ma == 0 && obj_Mi == 0

NewCh = zeros(2,4);
elseif Obj_Ma >= Obj_Mi && ma == I

NewCh(1, I :4) = Ma-chosen(1, I :4);
elseif Obj_Ma>= Obj_Mi &&ma==2

NewCh( I, I :4) = Ma-chosen( l, 1 :4);
NewCh(2, 1 :4) = Ma-chosen(2, 1:4);

elseif Obj_Mi >= Obj_Ma && mi == 1

NewCh(1, I :4) = Mi-chosen(1,1:4);
elseif Obj_Mi >= Obj_Ma &.&m1==2

NewCh(1, I :4) = Ma-chosen(1, I :4);
NewCh(2, 1:4) = Ma-chosen(2, 1:4);

end
abc = 0;
ch = zeros(l,4)i
if NewCh(l,1) > 0 ll NewCh(2,1) > 0

for i : l:2
if NewCh(i,1) > 0

abc = abc +l;
ch(l' I :4) = NewCh(i' l:4);
TempTable(abc,l) = çþi1,2¡' 7¿ User Pointer
TempTable(abc,2) = ç¡11,3¡' 7¿ Combination
TempTabie(abc,3 ) = p¿ç¡"15i2( 1,ch ( 1,4)) ; Vo P acket size
TempTable(abc,4) = (¿¡g1.¡ ( 1,2), ch( 1,3 )) ; Vo Dara rates used
TempTable(abc,5) = TempTable(abc,4)* 1.2 5; Va Packet transmitted in one time slot
TempTable(abc,6) = 1e¡1"¡1 1,2),ch( 1,3)); 7¿ Objective value
TempTable(abc,7) = perri.¡(1,2),ch(1,3)); 7o Power used
TempTabie(abc,8) = 9s6"1.¡(1,2),ch(1,3)); % Code used
TempTable(abc,9) = F¡q¿¡_SIR I (ch( 1,2), ch( 1, 3 )) ; ToSIR generated
TempTable(abc,10) = DU(ch(1,2),a); 7o User class
TempTable(abc, 1 1 ) = DU(ch( 1, 2),5) ; Vo P acket T ype
TempTable(abc, l2) = ch(1,4); Vo THE USER ID

end
end

end
% Transmission Length = 2.5 ms

K = zeros( l,length(I(2));
SSS = zeros(l,length(S2));
K=K2;
SSS = 52;

[Pow,Code,FINAL_SIRl,Rate,KK,Dl4 = UpdTabieNRV(ODU,d_index,K,SSS,RT_Num);
Calculate_Ratio_NRV;
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HeuAlgoMinNRV;
Mi_chosen = zeros (2,4);
mi=0;
for i = 1:4

ifchosenFlag(i) == 1

mi = mi+l;
Mi_chosen(mi, I :4) = c¡ot"n1i, t'Or'

end
end
HeuAigoMaxNRV;
Ma_chosen = zeros(2,4) ;

ma=0;
fori = l:4

ifchosenFlag(i) == 1

ma= ma+l;
Ma_chosen(ma, I :4) = chosen(i, 1 :4);

end
end
Obj-Ma = 0;
obj_Mi = 0;
for i = l:2

if Ma_chosen(i,l)> 0
Obj_Ma = Obj_Ma + Tot(Ma_chosen(i,2),Ma_chosen(i,3));

end

if Mi_chosen(i,1)> 0
Obj_Mi = Obj*Mi + Tot(À4i_chosen(i,2),Mi_chosen(i,3));

end
end
NewCh = zeros(z,4)i
if obj_Ma== 0 && obj_Mi == 0

NewCh = zpros(2,4);
elseif Obj_Ma >= Obj_Mi && ma == I

NewCh(1, i :4) = Ma-chosen(1, 1:4);
elseif Obj_Ma >= Obj_Mi &.& ma == 2

NewCh(1, I :4) = Ma-chosen(l, I :4);
NewCh(2, 1:4) = Ma-chosen(2, l:4);

elseif Obj_Mi >= Obj_Ma && mi == I
NewCh( t, I :4) = Mi-chosen(1, I :4);

elseif Obj-Mi >= Obj-Ma &&rrn ==2
NewCh( i, 1 :4) = Ma-chosen(1, i :4);
NewCh(2, 1 :4) = Ma-chosen(2, I :4);

end
abc =2;
ch = zeros(l,4);
if NewCh(l,1) > 0 ll NewCh(2,1) > 0

for i = l:2
if NewCh(i,i) > 0

abc = abc +l;
ch(1' I :4) = NewCh(i' I :4);
TemPTable(abc, 1) = ch(l,?)'
TempTable(abc,2) = s¡¡1,3¡'
TempTable(abc,3) = p¿ç¡"15i2(1,ch(1,4));

TempTable(abc,4) = Q¿1s1.¡(i,2),ch( 1,3));
TempTable(abc,5) = TempTable(abc,4)* 1.25 ;

TempTabie(abc,6) = 1611"¡¡1,2),ch( 1,3));
TempTable(abc,7) = p6*1"¡i 1,2),ch( 1,3));
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TempTable(abc,8) = çe¿.1"¡(1,2),ch(1,3));
TempTabie(abc,9) = ¡'1¡61 . SIR I (ch( i,2),ch( 1,3)) ;

TempTable(abc, 10) = DU(ch( 1,2),4);
TempTable(abc, I 1) = DU(ch( 1,2),5);
TempTable(ab c,Iz) = ch( 1,4) ;

end
end

end
% Transmission Length = 5 ms
K = zeros( l,length(K3));
SSS = zeros( I,length(S3));
K=K3;
SSS = 53;

[Pow,Code,FINAL_SIRI,Rate,KK,DU] = UpdTableNRV(ODU,d_index,K,SSS, RT_Num);
Calculate_Ratio_NRV;
HeuAlgoMinNRV;
Mi_chosen = zeros(2,4);
mi=0;
for i = l:4

ifchosenFlag(i) == I
mi = mi+l;
Mi_chosen(mi, I :4) = s¡...ri;, i'*r'

end
end
I:leuAlgoMaxNRV;
Ma_chosen = zeros(2,4) i

ma=0;
for i = l:4

ifchosenFlag(i) == 1

ma = ma+l;
Ma_chosen(mUI :4) = chosen(i, I :4);

end
end
Obj-Ma = 0;
obj_Mi= 0;

for i = 1:2
if Ma_chosen(i, 1)> 0

Obj_Ma = Obj_Ma + Tot(Ma_chosen(i,2),Ma_chosen(i,3));
end
if Mi_chosen(i,l)> 0

Obj_Mi = Obj_Mi + TotQ\4i_chosen(i,2),Mi_chosen(i,3));
end

end
NewCh = zeros(2,4);
if obj_Ma == 0 && obj_Mi == 0

NewCh = zeros(2,4)i
elseif Obj_Ma >= Obj_Mi && ma == I

NewCh( I, I :4) = Ma-chosen( l, I :4);
eìseif Obj_Ma >= Obj_Mi &&ma==2

NewCh( I, I :4) = Ma-chosen(1, I :4);
NewCh(2, I :4) = Ma-chosen(2, I :4);

elseif Obj_Mi >= Obj_Ma && mi == I
NewCh(1, I :4) = Mi-chosen(1, 1 :4);

elseif Obj_Mi >= Obj_Ma && m == 2
NewCh( l, 1 :4) = Ma-chosen( 1,1:4);
NewCh(2, I :4) = Ma-chosen(2,1 :4);

end
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abc = 4;
ch = zeros(l,4)i
if NewCh(1,1) > 0 ll NewCh(2,1) > 0

for i = l:2
if NewCh(i,1) > 0

abc = abc +l;
ch(I'1 :4) = NewCh(i, l:4);
TempTable(abc, 1) = ç¡i1,2¡'
TempTabie(abc,2) = ç¡11,3¡'
TempTable(abc,3) = p¿ç¡"15i2(1,ch(1,4));

TempTable(abc,4) = p¿¡"1"¡( 1,2),ch( 1,3));
TempTable(abc,5) = TempTable(abc,4)* 1.25 ;

TempTable(abc,6) = 1s¡1"¡i i,2),ch( 1,3));
TempTable(abc,7) = pe*(.¡(1,2),ch( 1,3));
TempTable(abc,8) = çe¿"1"¡( 1,2),ch( 1,3));
TempTable(abc,9) = FINAr -SIRI (ch( 1,2),ch( 1,3)) ;

TempTable(abc, l0) = DU(ch( 1,2),a);
TempTable(abc, I l) = DU(ch( 1,2),5);
TempTable(ab c,I2) = ch( 1,4);

end
end

end

Vo Companng the result
if TempTable(1,1)== 6¿¿1"mpTab1e(3,1)==0 && TempTable(5,1) == 6

Sloüsed = 0;
elseif TempTable(1,1)> 0 llTempTable(3,I) > 0 ll TempTable(S,1) > 0

TL-Obj = zeros(1,3)i
TL-Obi( 1) = TempTable( 1,6) + TempTable(2,6);
TL-Obi(2) = TempTable(3,6) + TempTable(4,6);
TL-Obi (3) = TempTable(5,6) + TempTable(6, 6) ;

ITO 1'TO2] : max(Tl-Obj);
if TO2 == I 7o choose comb I and 2

SlotUsed = l;
TempTable(3 : 6,I :I2) : Zeros i

elseif TO2 == 2
SlotUsed = 2;
TempTable( I : 2,1 :12) = zeros i
TempTable(5: 6,L :I2) = zeros i

elseif TO2 == 3
SlotUsed = 4;
TempTable( 1 : 4,1 :12) = zeros i

end
end

o/^---____-_

Vo HeuPrioNRV.m
Vo A script for calculating heuristic algorithm when there is one or more users
Vo exceeding delay limit
Vo ldentical to HeuRegNRV.rr¡ but replace HeuAlgoMinNRV with HeuPrioMinNRV
7a and replace HeuAJgoMaxNRV with HeuPrioMaxNRV
7o Author: Shirley Mayadewi
Vo Last modified: Oct 8, 2005
Va--------------
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u^--_______

Vo HeuAigoMaxNRV.m and HeuAJgoMinNRV.m
Vo Scripts for choosing the maximum or minimum between two raúos
Va Author: Shirley Mayadewi
Vo Last modified: Oct 8, 2005
7o--------------
chosenFlag = zeros(l,4);
chosen = zercs(4,4);
List_Heu = zeros(1,4)i
x=0;
fori = 1:l:d*index

forj = 1'ç¡ç1¡
if Tot(ij) > 0

v - vrl.

Va replace max tvith min if HeuAlgoMinNRV.m
List-Heu(x, 1) = max(R _C(i j), R_P(i j));
List-Heu(x,2) = i; 7¿ USER Pointer
List_Heu(x,3) = j; Vo COMBINATION ID
List-Heu(x,4) = OU(i,6); 7o USER ID

end
end

end
if x == 0 % No feasible solution at all

chosenFlag = zeros(1,4);
chosen = znros(4,4);

elseif x>0
% Sorting the users

lsizS,siz4 I = size(I-ist_Heu) ;

ffiU_USERS = zeros(siz3,siz4);
HEU_USERS = sortrows(Lisr_Heu, [ 1 ] ) ;

chosen( l, I :siz4) = IIEU_USERS (siz3, 1 :siz4) ;

sl=0;
sl = siz3-1;
fori = s1:-1:1

if HEU-USERS(i,2) -= chosen(1,2) && Pow(FIEU_USERS(i,2),HEU_USERS(i,3)) +...
Pow(chosen(1,2),chosen(1,3)) <=PowData && ...
Code(FIEU_USERS(i,2),ffiU_USERS(i,3)) + Code(chosen(1,2),chosen(1,3))...
<=CodeData

chosen(2, I :siz4) = IIEU_USERS(i, 1:siz4);
break;

end
end
if chosen(2,1) > 0
nS=0;
nS=i;
clear i
for i = nS:- 1: i

if I{EU-USERS(i,2) -= chosen(1,2) && Pow(HEU_USERS(i,2),EU_USERS(i,3)) +...
Pow(chosen(1,2),chosen(1,3)) <= PowData && ...
Code(IIEU_USERS(i,2),HEU_USERS(i,3)) + Code(chosen(1,2),chosen(I,3)) <=CodeDara ...

&&...
ToI(IIEU_USERS(i,2),IIEU_USERS(i,3))+Tor(chosen(1,2),chosen(1,3))>...
Tot(chosen( i,2),chosen( 1,3))+ Tot(chosen(2,2),chosen(2,3))

chosen(2, I :siz4) = HEU_USERS(i, t : siz4) ;

end
end
end
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7o Choosing the second set of combination
s2 = siz3- l; Vo The user with rhe best objective value cannot be chosen again
ifs2>0

chosen(3, I :siz4) = HEU_USERS(s2, I : siz4);
end
s22= s2-I;7o NEXT ITERATION
if s22 > 0 % MORE USERS E>OST, FIND chosen4 if exists

fori=s22:-1:1
if HEU_USERS(i,2) -= chosen(3,2) && Pow(FIEU_USERS(i,2),HEU_USERS(i,3)...
+ Pow(chosen(3,2),chosen(3,3)) <=PowDa ta && ...
Code(IIEU_USERS(i,2),HEU_USERS(i,3)) + Code(chosen(3,2),chosen(3,3))...
<=CodeData

chosen(4, i :siz4) = HEU_USERS(i, I :siz4);
break;

end
end
ifchosen(4,1) > 0

mS=i;
ciear i;
for i = mS:-l:1

if IIEU-USERS (i, 2) -= chosen( 1,2) && Pow(HEU_USERS (i, 2),...
HEU_USERS(i,3)) + ...
Pow(chosen(3,2),chosen(3,3)) <= powData && ...
Code(IIEU_USERS(i,2),HEU_USERS(i,3)) + Code(chosen(3,2),chosen(3,3)) ...
<=CodeData &&...
Tot(HEU_USERS(i,2),HEU_USERS(i,3) + Tor(chosen(3,2),chosen(3,3)) > ...
Tot(chosen(3,2),chosen(3,3))+ Tot(chosen(4, 2),chosen(4,3))

chosen(4, 1 :siz4) = HEU_USERS(i, 1 : siz4) ;
end

end
end

end
Vo Compare the two sets of combinations
ifchosen(l,1)>0 && chosen(3,1)>0 && chosen(2,1) == 0 && chosen(4,1) == Q

if Tot(chosen(3,2), chosen(3,3)) > Tor(chosen(1,2), chosen(1,3))
chosenFlag(3) = 1;

else
chosenFlag(l) = 1;

end
end
if chosen(l,1) > 0 && chosen(3,1) > 0 && chosen(2,1) == 0 && chosen(4,1) > 0

ifrot(chosen(3,2), chosen(3,3)) + Tot(chosen(4,2), chosen(4,3)) > Tor(chosen(1,2),...
chosen(1,3))

chosenFlag(3) = 1;
chosenFlag(4) = 1;

else

chosenFlag(1) = 1;
end

end
if chosen(l,1) > 0 && chosen(3,1) > 0 && chosen(4,1) == 0 && chosen(2,1) > 0

if Tot(chosen(1,2), chosen(1,3)) + Tot(chos en(Z,2), chosen(2,3))...
> Tot(chosen(3,2), chosen(3,3))

chosenFlag(l) = 1;

chosenFlag(2) = 1;
else

chosenFlag(3) = i;
end
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end
ifchosen(l,l) > 0 && chosen(2,1) > 0 && chosen(3,1) > 0 && chosen(4,1) > 0

if (Tot(chosen(3,2), chosen(3,3)) + Tor(chos en(4,2), chosen(4,3))) >...
(Tot(chosen( 1,2), chosen( i,3)) + Tot(chosen(2,2), chosen (2,3)) )
chosenFlag(3) = l;
chosenFlag(4) = l;

else
chosenFlag(1) = 1;

chosenFlag(2) = l;
end

end

o7^_________/u---------
7o HeuPrioMaxNRV.m and HeuPrioMinNRV.m
% Scripts for choosing the maximum or minimum between two ratios when there are one
Vo or more users reaching the delay limit
% Author: Shirley Mayadewi
Vo Last modiñed: Oct 8, 2005
Vo---------------
chosenFlag = zeros(1,4)i
chosen = zmos(4,4);
% LISTING TIM ELIGIBLE USERS

List_Heu = zeros(1,4);
x=0;
fori = 1:d_index

for j = t'<r11¡
if To(i j) > 0 7o MAKING SITRE THE USER IS ELIGIBLE

x = x+l;
List-Heu(x, 1) = max(R_C(ij), R_P(ij));
Tolist_Heu(x, t) = R_C(i j) ;

List-Heu(x,2) = i; 7o USER pointer
List_Heu(x,3) = j; 7o COMBINATION ID
List-Heu(x,4) = DU(i,6); 7o USER ID

end
end

end
if x == 0 % NO FEASIBLE SOLUTION AT ALL

chosenElag = zeros(1,2);
chosen = zeros(4,4);

elseif x>0
fsiz3,siz4 I = size (List-Heu) ;

HEU_USERS = zer o s(siz3,siz{) ;

HEU_USERS = sorrrows(I-isr_Heu,[ I ] );j=0;
lah = zeros(1,2);
fori = l:100

if LimitFlas(i) == Ij:j+l;
lah(j) = l;

end
:f : __.tL J --L

break; Vo 2 users have reached the iimit
end

end
fprintf('Limit has been checked \n');
h =0;
for i = I:2
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iflah(i) > 0
h = h+l;

end
end
if h == I Vo Only one user reached its limir

in=0;
for in = i:d_index

if lah(1) == DU(in,6);
break;

end
end
Vo Check if the user is eligible
if sum(Tot(in,:)) > 0 Vo user is eligible

7o FIND TIIE USER to BE SERVED
for i = siz3:- l: i

if HEU-USERS(i,a) == 1¿¡i1¡
chosen( l, I :siz4) = HEU_USERS(i, I :siz4);
chosenFlag(1) = l;
break;

end
end
7o then, chose the second user
i=siz3;j=0;
while j -= I && i-= 0

if Pow(ÉIEU_USERS(i,2),HEU_USERS(i,3)) + Pow(chosen(1,2),chosen(1,3))...
<=PowData &&...
Code(IIEU_USERS(i,2),HEU_USERS(i,3)) + Code(chosen(1,2),chosen(1,3))...
<=CodeData

chosen(2, I :siz4) = HEU_USERS(i, 1:siz4);
j = 1;

else
i = i - 1;

end
end
ifj == 1

chosenFiag(2) = l;
end

else 7¿ Cannot serve the user
HeuAJgoMaxNRV;

end
eiseif h == 2

ina = 0;
for ina : i:d_index

if lah(1) == DU(ina,6)
break;

end
end
inb = 0;
for inb = 1:d_index

if lah(2) == DU(inb,6)
break;

end
end
if sum(Tot(ina,:)) == 6 && sum(Tot(inb,:)) == 6

Vo Both users not eligible
HeuAigoMaxNRV;

elseif sum(Tot(ina,:)) > 0 && sum(Tot(inb,:)) == 0
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7a only user I is eligible
Va Find the user to be served

fori=siz3:-l:1
if HEU_USERS(i,a) == 1u¡(1¡

chosen(1, I :siz4) = HEU_USERS(i, I :siz4);
chosenFlag(l) = 1;

break;
end

end

Vo Then, choose the second user
i=siz3;j=0;
while j -= i && i-= 0

if Pow(IIEU_USERS(i,2),ffiU_USERS(i,3)) + Pow(chosen(1,2),chosen(1,3))...
<=PowData &&.-.
Code(t{EU_USERS(i,2),HEU_USERS(i,3)) + Code(chosen(1,2),chosen(1,3)...
<=CodeData

chosen(2, 1 :siza) = HEU_USERS(i, I :siz4);
j = l;

else
i = i - 1;

end
end

r¡J -- r

chosenFlag(2) = 1;

end
elseif sum(Tot(ina,:)) == 0 && sum(Tot(inb,:)) > 0

Vo Only the second user is eligible
fori=siz3:-1:l

if HEU-USERS(i,4) == lah(2)
chosen(1, 1 :siz4) = IIEU_USERS(i, I :siz4);
break;

end
end
% Then, chose the second user
i=siz3;j=0;
while j -= I && i-= 0

if Pow(FIEU_USERS(i,2),HEU_USERS(i,3)) + Pow(chosen(1,2),chosen(1,3))...
<=PowData &&...
Code(HEU_USERS(i,2),HEU_USERS(i,3)) + Code(chosen(1,2),chosen( 1,3)...
<=CodeData

chosen(2, 1 :siz4) = HEU_USERS(i, I :siz4);
j = 1;

else
i = i - 1;

end
end
ifj == 1'

chosenFlag(2) = l;
end

elseif sum(Tot(ina,:)) > 0 && sum(Tot(inb,:)) > 0
VaBoth users are eligible
if Value(lah(1)) > Value(lah(2)) 7o First user is priorirized

w = lah(t);
v = 1ah(2);

else
w = lah(2);
v = tah(t);
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end
Vo Find the user to be served
fori = siz3:-1:1

if IrEU_usERS(i,4) == w
chosen( l, 1 :siz4) : HEU_USERS(i, 1 :siz4);
chosenFlag(l) = t;
break;

end
end
Vo Then, chose the second user
i=siz3;j=0;
while j -= I && i-= 0

if lmU_USERS(i,4) == v &&...
Pow(FIEU_USERS(i,2),HEU*USERS(i,3)) + pow(chosen( 1,2),chosen(1,3))...
<=PowData &&...
Code(HEU_USERS(i,2),IIEU_USERS(i,3)) + Code(chosen(1,2),chosen(1,3))...
<=CodeData

chosen(2, I :siza) = HEU_USERS(i, 1 :siz4);
j = 1;

else

i = i - 1;

end

end
ifj == 1

chosenFlag(2) = l;
elseifj == 0 Vo no second user has been found, just find another user

i=siz3;j=0;
while j -= 1 && i-= 0

if Pow(FIEU_USERS(i,2),HEU_USERS(i,3) + pow(chosen(1,2),chosen(1,3))...
<=PowData &&...
Code(ÉIEU_USERS(i,2),HEU_USERS(i,3)) + Code(chosen(1,2),chosen(1,3)...
<=CodeData

chosen(2, I :siz4) = HEU_USERS(i, I :siz4);
j = 1;

else
i = i - 1;

end
end

end
ifj == 1

chosenFlag(2) = l;
end

end
end
end
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o/^_________

% Calculate_Ratio_NRV.m
% Scripts for calculating the ratio
Vo Author: Shirley Mayadewi
% Lasr modified: Oct 8, 2005
%--------------
B = zeros(l,MaxUSER);
fori = 1:1:d_index

B(1,Ð = BCRL(1,DU(i,6));
end

mK =0;
mK = max(I{K);
Tot = zeros(d_index,mK);
A_Code = zeros(d_index, niK);
A_Pow = zeros(d_index,mK);
Va Eliminating the combinations that exceed power and code limit
fori = 1:1:d_index

forj = t'<t<1¡
if Pow(ii) > 0 && Pow(ii) <= PowDara && PacketSiz(1,DU(i,6))>0 && BCRL(r,DU(i,6)

>0
To(ii) = Thl*B(1,Ð + Th2x(Rare(ii));
A-Code(ij) = Code(ij);
A-Pow(ij) = Pow(ij);

else
To(ij) = 6;
A-Code(ij) = 0;
A-Pow(ij) = 0;

end
end

end

7o Calculating ratios
CodeD = CodeData./2;
PowD = PowDatal2;
Cm = max(max(A_Code));
Pm= max(max(A_Pow));
Tm = max(max(Tot));
R_C = zeros(d_index, max(I(K));
R_P = zeros(d_index,max({K)) ;

NolT = zeros(d_index,max(I(K)) ;

for i = 1:d_index
forj = t'çç1¡

NorT(ij)=Tot(ii)/Tm;
A-Code(i j) = A-Code(i j)/CodeD;
R_C(i j) = NorT(i j)*A_Code(i j) ;

A-Pow(ij) = A-Pow(ii)ÆowD;
R-P(ii) = NorT(i i)*A_Pow(ii) ;

end
end
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o/^ -____-___
7o Codes shared by CE and IIEU
(r^ ---___--_
7o UpdTableNRV.m
% A funcfion for updating the user's information
% Author: Shirley Mayadewi
% Lasr modiñed: Oct 8, 2005
Vo--------------
tunction [Pow,Code,FINAL_SIRt,Rate,KK,DU] = UpdTableNRV(ODU,d_index,K,SSS,...
RT_Num)

RT_SIRM = max(ODU( I :RT_Num,3 )) ;
RT_PD = max(ODU( I :RT_Num, 1 0));
NRT_SIRM = max(ODU([RT_Num+1] :d_index,3));
NRT*PD = max(ODU([RT_Num+ i ] :d_index, 1 0));
NewDU= ODU;
fori= 1:l:RT Num

NewDU(i, I I ) = ODU(i,3)/RT_SIRM;
NewDU(i, 12) = ODU(i, I o)/RT_PD;
NewDU(i, 13) = [NewDU(i, 1 t) + NewDU(i, t2)];

end
for i = (RT_Num+ 1): I :d_index

NewDU(i, I 1) = ODU(i,3)ÀIRT_SiRM;
NewDU(i, 12) = ODU(i, IO)/|IRT_PD;
NewDU(i, 13) = [NewDU(i, 1 1) + NewDU(i, t2)];

end
RT-Group = sortrows(NewDU( I :RT*Num, : ), [ 1 3 ] ) ;

NRT-Group = sortrows(NewDU((RT_Num+ l):d_index,:),1 131);
DU = zeros(d_index, l3);
DU = [RT_Group ;NRT_Group] ;
Rate = [];
m=0;
Code = [];
KK= [];
C_RT = ceil(RT_Num/4);
RTK = 6; Vo starts with the iargest packet size
clear i
i = RT_Num;
while i >=l

c=0;
while c<C_RT

KK(Ð = Kß.TK- 1) + K(RTK);
jD = sum(K(l:(RTK-2))) + 1;

forj = 1'<t<11¡
Code(i j) = SSS(jD,1);
m(ii) = SSS(D'2);

åi':Rt=""0o'"
jD=jD+l;

end
end

end
RTK=RTK- l;

end
cJearij cjD

c = c+I;
i = i-1;
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C_NRT = ceil((d_index-RT_Num)/4);
Cnrt = C_NRT;
NRTK = 4; Va Stnfs wirh rhe largest packer size
i = d_index;
while i >= (RT_Num+i)

c=0;
while c<C_NRT

if NRTK>=2
KK(i) = KG\IRTK-I) + K(NRTK);

elseif NRTK == 1

KK(i) = KffirK);
end
jD = sum(((t :OIRTK-2))) + t;
forj = 1'¡ç¡ç1;;

Code(ij) = sSSCD'1);
m(ij) = sss(D'2);
Rate(ij) = SSS(D,3);
ifj <KK(i)

jD=jD+I;
end

end

end

NRTK=NRTK- I;
end
clearij cjD
Pilot_power = I0; Va In watts
minSIR = 15;%oin dB
maxSIR = 2I ;%oin dB
InterMax = Pilot_power/( l0^(minSIR/10));
InterMin = Pilot_power/( i O^(maxSiR/1 0)) ;

InterGap = InterMax - InterMin;
Interlnc=InterGap/6;
Feedback_SiR =[];
Inte¡ = U;
j = 1;

fori= 1:1:d_index
Feedback_SlR(Ð = 1O^(DU(i,3)/lO);% previously in dB
Inter(i) = Pilot-powerÆeedback_SIR(i);

end
clear i j
m1_dB = zeros(d_index,max(I{K));
m_e = zeros(d_index,maxc(K)) ;

Pow = zeros(d_index,max(KK)) ;

FINAL_SIR 1 = zeros(d_index,max(KK));
for i = i:d_index

forj = 1'1'KK(i)
if m(ij) == 2

ml-dB(ii) = 4; Vo It is in dB, we still have to change it to exact value
m_e(ij) = 10^(m1_dB(ij)/10); ToNow it has been changed ro exacr value
FINAL-SIRl(ij) = 10*log10(m_e(ij)*Code(iÐ); V" Finat SiR in dB
Pow(ij) = m_e(ij)xcode(ij)rlnre(i); Vo the power ro achieve final SIR

elseif m(ij) == 3

ml-dB(ij) = 7;
m-e(ii) = 10^(ml-dB(ii)/10);
FINAL-SIRl(i j) = 10*log10(m-e(ij)*Code(iÐ);7o Final SIR in dB

c = c+l;
i = i-l;
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Pow(ij) = m_e(ij)*Code(ij)*Inter(i);7o the power ro achieve final SIR
elseif m(ij) ==4

ml-dB(ii) = i0;
m-e(ii) = 10^(ml-dB(ii)/l0);
FINAL-SIR1(ij) = 10*1og10(m*e(ij)+Code(iÐ); Vo Final SIR in dB

Pow(i j) = m_e(i j)*Code(i j)*Inter(i) ; Vo the power ro achieve final SIR
elseif m(i j) == 0

ml-dB(ii) = 0;
m-e(ij) = 6'
FINAL-SIRI(iJ) = 0; VoFinal SIR in dB
Pow(ii) = 0; Vo the power to achieve final SIR

end

end
end
clear ml_dB m_e i j

ot^ -_____-__
7o UpdateHistory_NRV.m
7o A script for updating the priority level table and checking the waiting time
7o At time slot t = l, ail users are considered to be new users
7o Author: Shirley Mayadewi
Vo Last modified: Oct 8, 2005
Vo--------------
pointer_table = zeros( l,MaxUSER) ;

fori = 1:ad
if r(i,6) > 0

pointer_table(t(i,6)) = i;
end

end
VoiceUSER = 0;
if timeslot == I

vnum = 0;
for i = l:ad

forb= 1:l:DV
if t(i,4) == classDV(b,l) && (i,5) == classDV(b,2) &.&t(i,s) ==3 7o VOICE
BenefitTable(1,t(i,6)) = classDV(b,3); % B
BenefitTabie(2,1(i,6)) = classDV(b,4); 7o Cr
BenefitTable(3,(i,6) = classDV(b,5); 7o Maxl-imit

BCRL( 1,(i,6)) = classDV(b,3 );
PacketSiz(1,t(i,6)) = 1ç1, 1 ¡'
vnum=vnum+ 1;

VoiceUSER(vnum,l) = t(i,6); Va iD OF THE VOICE USER
break

elseif t(i,4) == classDV(b,l) && (i,5) == classDV(b,2) a& r(i,5) -=3 vo voICE
BenefitTable(1,(i,6)) = classDVft ,3);
BenefitTable(2, (i, 6) = classDV(b,4); 7a Cr

Benefi tTable(3,t(i,6)) = classDV(b,5); 7o MaxLimit
BCRL( 1,(i,6)) = classDV(b,3);

PacketSiz(1,t(i,6)) = (i, I )'
break;

end
end

end
elseif timeslot > 1

% (1) CImCK IFTm USERS AT PREVIOUS TiME SLOT iS STILLREQTTESTING
7¿ SERVICE
for i = i:ad_prev
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dele = l;
forj = i'¿¿

if t-prev(i,6) == t0,6) && t_prev(i,6) > 0
dele = 0;
break;

end
end
if dele == I && t_prev(i,6) > 0

BenefitTable( I :3,t_prev(i,6)) = 0;
BCRL(1,t_prev(i,6)) = 6;

end
end

vnum = 0;
Vo(2) CLIECKIF THE USER IS NEW OR OLD
for i = l:ad

cj=0;
forj = 1¡¿6-0."t

if t(i,6) == t_prev(,6)
^;_^:, 1.uJ-çJ1r,
break;

end
end
if cj == 0 7¿ USER DIDNT EXIST AT PREVÍOUS SLOT

forb = l:l:DV
if r(i,4) == classDV(b,l) && (i,5) == classDV(b,2) &.&.f(i,s)==3 7a volcE

BenehtTable(l,t(i,6)) = classDV(b,3); 7o B
Benefi tTable(2,1(i,6) = classDY (b,4); 7o Cr
Benefi tTable(3,t(i,6) = classDV(b,5); Va MaxLimit

BCRU i,(i,6)) = classDV(b,3);
PacketSiz( 1,t(i,6)) = t(i, 1 );
vnum=vnum+ l;
VoiceUSER(vnum, l) = t(i,6); 7o ID OF THE VOICE USER
L*^ r-.urça^,

elseif t(i,4) == classDV(b,I) && r(i,5) == classDV(b,z) &&t(i,s) -=3
BenehtTable(1,t(i,6) = ciassDVþ,3);
BenefitTabie(2,t(i,6) = classDVft,4); 7o Cr

B e nefi tTable(3,t(i, 6 ) = ci assDV(b, 5) ; % MaxLjmir
BCRI{ 1,(i,6)) = ciassDV(b,3);

PacketSiz( i,t(i,6)) = t(i, 1);
break;

end
end

eiseif cj > 0 7o USERE>OSTS AT PREVIOUS SLOT
Vo (3) CHECKIFNOW IT HAS DIFFERENT PACKE"I TY?E ORNOT
forj = 1'¿¿-Ot"u

if (i, 6)==t-p¡ev(i, 6) &&t(i,5 )-=t-prev0,5) 7o DIFFERENT PACKET TYPE
if t(i,5) == 3 7¿ voice users

PacketSiz(t(i,6)) = t(i, 1);
vnum=vnum+ 1;

VoiceUSER(vnum,l) = t(i,6);7o ID OF THE VOICE USER
for b = 1: 1:length(classDV)

if (i,4) == classDV(b,1) && t(i,5) == ctassDV(b,2)
BeneñtTable(1,r(i,6)) = classDV(b,3); % B

BenefitTable(2,(i,6)) = classDV(b,4); 7o Cr
Benefi tTable(3,t(i,6)) = classDV(b,5); Vo Maxl-imit

BCRL( 1,(i,6)) = classDV(b,3);
break;
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end
end

VO CHECK IF THE USER IS BEING SERVED RIGI]T NOW
forim= l:6

if TempTable(im,l) > 0
if TempTable(im,l2) == t(i,6)

TempTable(im,:) = zeros; Vo Cancel the next transmission
end

end
endVoend of forim= 1:6

elseif t(i,5) -= 3 Vo not voice user
PacketSiz( I,t(i,6)) = t(i, 1);
for b = l: l:length(classDV)

if t(i,4) == classDV(b,1) && (i,5) == classDV(b,2)
BenefitTable( 1,(i,6)) = classDV(b,3) ; 7a beta
BenefitTable(2,(i,6)) = classDV(b,4); % miu
Benefi tTable(3,t(i,6)) = classDV(b,5); 7o Max_L
BCRL( 1,(i,6)) = classDV(b,3);
break;

end
end

7O CHECK lFTHE USER IS BEING SERVED RIGHT NOW
for im = 1:6

if TempTable(im,l) > 0
if TempTable(im,12) == (i,6)

PacketSiz(TempTable(im, l2)) = Packetsiz(TempTable(im, 12)) -...
TempTable(im,5); o/o reduce the packet

BCRl(TempTable(im, 12)) = Benefi tTable( l,TempTable(im, l2));
end
if PacketSiz(TempTable(im, l2)) < 0

Benef,rtTable( I :3,TempTable(im, I 2)) = - 1 ;
BCRl(TempTable(im, 12)) = - I ;

WaitingTable (TempTable(im, I I ),TempTable(im, I 2)) = a;
end

end
end

end
elseif (i, 6)==t_prev(,6)&&t(i,5)==t_nr"ui¡,t) 7o SAME PACKET TypE

if t(i,5) == 3 7o voice users
forb = 1:l:DV
if t(i,4) == classDV(b,l) && (i,5) == classDV(b,2)

if BCRL((i,6)) >= classDV(b,5)
Vo Delay limit exceeded, no resources available. Update the value of L to beta.
7o Record the packet loss.

Plos((i,5),(i,6)) = Plost((i,5),(i,6)) + I ;
DelayTable(t(i,5),(i,6)) = DelayTable((i,5),(i,6))+'trairingTable(t(i,5),t(i,6));
WaitingTable(t(i,5),(i,6) = 0;
BCRL((i,6)) = B enefi tTable( I,t(i,6));
bLeak;

elseif BCRL(t(i,6)) < classDV(b,5) && BCRL(t(i,6))-= -l
BCRL((i,6)) = BCRL(t(i,6)) + ciassDV(b,4);
break;

end
end

end

if BCRL((i,6)) > -l
vnum=vnum+ l;
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VoiceUSER(vnum, 1) = (i,6).
end

elseift(i,5) -=3 7o not voice user
forb= l:1:DV

if (i,4) == classDV(b,1) &A t(i,5) == classDV(b,2)
if BCRL(t(i,6)) >= classDV(b,5)
Plost((i,5),(i,6)) = plost(t(i,5),t(i,6)) + l;
DelayTable(t(i,5),(i,6)) = DelayTable(t(i,5),t(i,6)) +...
WairingTabte((i, 5),r(i, 6)) ;

WaitingTable((i,5),(i,6)) = 0;
BCRL((i,6)) = BenefitTable( I,t(i,6));
break;

eiseif BCR(t(i,6)) < classDV(b,5)
BcRL((i,6)) = BCRL(t(i,6)) + classDV(b,4);
break.

end
end

end
forim= 1:6

if TempTable(irql) > 0
if TempTable(im,12) == ¡i1,61

PacketSiz(TempTable(im, 12)) = PacketSiz(TempTable(im, 12)) -...
TempTable(im,5); Vo redtce the packer
BCRl(TempTable(irrì, 12)) = BenefitTable(l,TempTable(im, t2));

end
if PacketSiz(TempTabie(inL I 2)) < 0

Benefi tTabie( I :3,TempTable(im, l2)) = - 1 ;

BCRl(TempTable(im, t2)) = -1 ;
WaitingTable(TempTable(irrL I t),TempTabie(im, t2)) = 6;

end
end

end
end
end

end 7o end of (3)

end
end Vo end of (2)

end
clear im b cj dele

o/^ _________

Vo rates_table3O.m
Vo The datarates table taken from Revision C standards
Vo Author: Shirley Mayadewi
Va Last modified: Oct 8, 2005
% Column I = Code; Column 2 = Modulation order
Vo Column 3 = Number of code symbols; Column 4 =Dararates provided
Va--------------
Kl=[999631];
Sl =13 4 326.4;...

4 4 326.4;...
5 3 326.4;...
6 2 326.4;...
7 2 326.4;...
8 4 326.4;...
8 2 326.4;...
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326.4;...
326.4;... Vo 9 ToPacket transmitted = 408 bits

4 633.6;...
4 633.6;...

I 4 633.6;...
9 3 633.6;...
l0 3 633.6;...
II 2 633.6;...
13 2 633.6;...
15 2 633.6;...
L9 2 633.6;...7o 9 Packet rransmined ='792bits
11 4 1248;...
12 4 1248;...
13 4 1248;...
15 4 1248;...
1'7 A 1)L9'
19 3 1248;...
2L 3 1248;...
)1 ) 1)L9,
25 2 1248;... Vo9 Packet rransmined = 1560 birs
16 4 1862.4;...
18 4 1862.4;...
20 4 1862.4;...
23 4 1862.4;...
25 3 1862.4;...
28 3 1862.4;... %6Packet rransmirred = 2328 bits
21 4 2476.8;...
23 4 2476.8;...
26 4 2476.8;...7o3Packet rransmirted = 3096 birs
26 4 3O91.21 TolPackeT. rransmirted = 3864 bits

K2 = [ 5 8 9 9 9 9]; Va maxtmtm6 rates and transmission size
52= I 2 4 163.2 408;...

3 2 163.2 408;...
4 2 163.2 408;...
5 ? 163.2 408;...
8 2 163.2 408;...Vo5
3 4 316.8 192;...
4 4 316.8 792;...
5 3 316.8 792;...
6 2 316.8 792;...
7 2 316.8 792;...
8 2 316.8 792;...
ll 2 3t6.8 792;...
L9 2 316.8 792;...Va8
6 4 624.0 1560;...
7 4 624.0 1560;...
8 4 624.0 1560.g 3 624.0 1560;:.:
lO 3 624.0 1560;...
LI 2 624.0 1560;...
13 2 624.0 1560;...
15 2 624.0 1560;...
20 2 624.0 1560;...7a9
8 4 931.2 2328;...
9 4 931.2 2328;...
IO 4 931.2 2328;...
Ir 4 931.2 2328;...
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13 3 931.2 2328;...
15 3 931.2 2328;...
I'l 2 931.2 2328;...
20 2 931.2 2328;...
23 2 931.2 2328;... Vo9

II 4 1238.4 3096;...
12 4 1238.4 3096;...
13 4 1238.4 3096;...
15 4 1238.4 3096;.-
I7 3 1238.4 3096;...
19 3 1238.4 3096;...
21 3 1238.4 3096;...
22 2 1238.4 3096;...
25 2 1238.4 3096;... Vo9

13 4 1545.4 3864;...
14 4 1545.4 3864;...
15 4 1545.4 3864;...
17 4 1545.4 3864;...
19 4 1545.4 3864;...
?I 3 1545.4 3864;...
23 3 1545.4 3864;...
25 3 1545.4 3864;...
27 2 1545.4 38641;7o9

K3=[456998];
53=[ 14 81.6;...

2
2
2
4
2
2
2
2
4
4
J
2
2
2
ÁT

4
4
J
J
2
2

;
4
4
4
J
3

2
2
2
2

2
3

4

:J
4
6

11

J
4
5
6

7
9
4
5
o

7

8

9
11

I4
20
6

7
8

9
10

11

13

16
20
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7 4 772.8;...
I 4 772.8;...
9 4 772.8;...
11 3 772.8;...
12 3 772.8;...
14 2 772.8;...
16 2 772.8;...
19 2 7'12.81; 7o 8 3864

o/^ ---__-___
7o sub_classesDATAVOICE.m
% Author: Shirley Mayadewi
Vo Last modified: Oct 8, 2005
% lst column: Class
Vo 2nd column : Packet rype; Type l:Video, Type2 Data, Type 3: Voice
% 3rd column: beta
% 4th column : miu
Va 5th column: Max_L
vo-------------- -------- --:-------
classDV = [ 1, 1, 100,0.5, 120+100 ; 1,2,80,0.09, 144+80 ; 1,3, 100, l, 80+100;...

2,1,95,0.5, 120+95 ; 2,2,70,0.09,144+70 ; 2,3,90, t, 80+90;...
3, 1,90,0.5, i20+90 ; 3,2,60,0.09,144+6O ; 3,3,80, i,80+801;

o/^ _________

Vo VoiceAlgo.m
Va Script used to assign resources to voice users
7o Author: Shirley Mayadewi
Vo Last modified: Oct 8, 2005
7o--------------
MaxCodeVoice = 4;
CodeVoiceAvail = 0;
Vprio = [];
cVoice = 0;
% checking ifthe served voice users still requesting service
for i = 1:length(chosenVoice)

av=0;
for j = 1;1stt1¡(VoiceUSER)

if chosenVoice(i) == Vo¡""utt* çj,
av = av+1;

end
end
ifav>0

cVoice(i) = chosenVoice(i) ;

end
end

clear i j av
chosenVoice = 0;
chosenVoice = cvoice;
ifchosenVoice(1) > 0;

CodeVoiceAvail = MaxCodeVoice - length(chosenVoice) ;

else
CodeVoiceAvail = MaxCodeVoice;

end

Pilot_power = 10; 7o in watts
minSIR= 15; maxSIR =21;ToindB
InterMax = Piiot_power/(1O^(minSIR/l0));
InterMin = Pilot_power/( I 0^(maxSIR/l 0)) ;
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InterGap = InterMax - InterMin; Interlnc = InterGap/$;
vU=0;
for i = 1:vnum

Feedback*SIR_Voice(i) = 10"(t(pointer_tab1e(VoiceUSER(i)),3y10);7o previously in dB
Inter_Voice(i) = Pilot_power/Feedback_SIR_Voice(i);
if Inter-Voice(i)<=InterMax Vo voice user cannot be served

vu(i, 1) = voiceuSER(i);
end

end

VoiceUSER = 0;
VoiceUSER = vU; VoYoiceUSER is edited
if sum(chosenVoice) == 0 && vnum > CodeVoiceAvaii

VPrioTable = 0;
for i = l:length(VoiceUSER)

VPrioTable(i, l) = BCRI.(VoiceUSER(i));
end
VPrio = [VoiceUSER,\?rioTable] ;

VPrio = sortrows(VPrio,[2]);
chosenVoice( I :CodeVoiceAvaii) = yp.ioi t'CodeVoiceAvail, 1);

elseif sum(chosenVoice) == O && vnum < CodeVoiceAvail
chosenVoice = 0;

for i =l :length(VoiceUSER)
if VoiceUSER(i) > 0

chosenVoice(i) = VoiceUSER(i) ;

end
end

elseif sum(chosenvoice) > 0 && vnum < CodeVoiceAvail
vn = lengthCVoiceUSER);
for i = 1:length(VoiceUSER)

for j = 1¡1s¡t1¡(chosenVoice)
if VoiceUSER(i) == chosenVoice0)

VoiceUSER(i) = 0;
vn = vn-l;

end

end
end
if vn > CodeVoiceAvail

VPrioTable = 0;
for i = l:length(VoiceUSER)

if VoiceUSER(i)> 0
VPrioTable(i, l) = BCRL(VoiceUSER(i));

end
end
Vprio = [;
VPrio = [VoiceUSER,VPrioTable] ;

VPrio = sortrowsfltrPrio, [2]);
vl = length(chosenVoice);
fvb1,vb2] = size(VPrio);
vb=0;
vb = vbl-CodeVoiceAvail+1;
chosenVoice(vi+ I :vl+CodeVoiceAvail) = VPrio(vb:vb l, I );

elseif vn <= CodeVoiceAvail
vl = length(chosenVoice);
for i = l:lengthffoiceUSER)

if VoiceUSER(i) > 0
chosenVoice(v1+ t ¡ = Vo1."1¡5U*,'r'
vl = length(chosenVoice);
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end
end

end
€nd
CodeVoice = 0;
for i = 1:length(chosenVoice)

if chosenVoice(i) > 0
CodeVoice = CodeVoice +l ;

end
end

for i = l:length(chosenVoice)
if chosenVoice(i) > 0

B CRL(chosenVoice(i)) = B enefi tTable(chosenVoice(i));
end

end

if chosenVoice(l) > 0
ml_dB_Voice = 5; 7o In dB
m-e-Voice = l0^(m1-dB-voice/10); % Now it has been changed to exact value
FINAL*SIR I _Voice = I 0*log I 0 (m_e_Voice+ I) ; Va Final SIR in dB

for i = 1:length(chosenVoice)
Feedback-slR-voice(i) = 10"(t(pointer_rable(chosenvoice(i)),3)/10);% previously in dB
Inter_Voice(i) = Pilot*power/Feedback_SIR_Voice(i);
Pow-Voice(i) = m_e_Voicexl *Inter_Voice(i); Vo the power to achieve final SIR

end
PowVoice = sum(Pow_Voice);

end
clear VPrio VPrioTable i j vl vb vn vnum

o/^ -___-_--____-
Vo lJ2.m
7o script used to generate users with random subscription class, channel condition,
7o and packet type
7o Author: Shirley Mayadewi
7a Last modified: Oct 8, 2005
7o--------------
rand('state', 0);

PSize(1:N,1) = ie+6;
Nothing(l:N,1) = 0;
FSINR(1:N,1) = round((rand(l{,1)*i0)/1.5)+15;VoFeedbackSINR, between 15 and 2l
CLA(I:N,1) = ceil((rand(N,1)*10)/3.5); 7o Class between I to 3
TY(1:N,1) = ceil((rand(1tr,l)x10)/3.5); ToPacke'.Type berween 1 and 3 (With voice)
for i = l:N

ID(i,1) = i;
end
minSIR = 15; 7¿in dB
for i = l:N

if TY(i,1) == 3

PSize(i,1) = -1;
end

if FSINR(i,1) < minSIR
PSize(i,l) = -i;

end
end

u5e¡ = [PSize, Nothing, FSINR, CLA, TY, ID];
clear PSize Nothing FSINR CLA TY ID;
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